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Executive summary
This report provides an analysis of the reports on the implementation and enforcement of
the Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT) Regulation (Council Regulation
(EC) No 2173/2005), submitted by EU Member States to the European Commission, as
required by Article 8. Indonesia is the first of the FLEGT Voluntary Partnership Agreement
(VPA) countries to start issuing licences, as of 15 November 2016. This report covers 2018,
the second full year of annual reports submitted by EU Member States on the FLEGT
licensing scheme, with all reports of licences relating to trade with Indonesia. The annual
reports of all 28 EU Member States were analysed.

Competent Authorities and customs
All Member States reported designating one or more FLEGT
Competent Authorities (CA). In 11 Member States customs
fulfils the role of CA, either fully (4 Member States), or partly
(7 Member States). The remaining 17 Member States delegate
tasks to their customs authorities to support FLEGT
implementation. The exchange of information between the two
National legislation specifies actions
different authorities is crucial for the effective implementation
that customs should take when
and enforcement of the Regulation, and most Member States
FLEGT shipments arrive at the
reported on the establishment of specific mechanisms for
border: 22 Member States
information sharing. In the 17 Member States where customs
and the CA are separate authorities, there was considerable
variation in the frequency of exchange of customs data, including 15 Member States reporting the request or
submission of customs data ‘as needed’ (sometimes in addition to regular data requests), 2 Member States
exchanging data weekly, 2 annually and 1 Member State twice a year. For the sharing of information other than
customs data, 3 Member States use a national electronic system to collaborate. In 16 Member States, the CA
informs customs once a FLEGT licence has been validated, in 11 Member States the CA requests customs to
verify specific shipments against FLEGT licences and in 10 Member States customs informs the CA of checks
they perform.
FLEGT Competent Authority and
customs are the same agency:
11 Member States (7 of which
collaborate with other authorities)

In 22 Member States, there is national legislation specifying the actions of customs when FLEGT-licensed
shipments arrive at the border, the remaining 6 Member States reported having no specific national legislation
for this.

FLEGT licences and shipments
In 2018, all Member States except Luxembourg
reported having received FLEGT licences, with the
Netherlands, United Kingdom, Germany, France and
Belgium receiving the highest numbers. A total of
31 785 licences were received in 2018, of which 99.4%
were validated. Member States reported that
>2 993 million kg (>2 993 746 metric tonnes) of FLEGTlicensed timber and timber products were cleared for

Number of FLEGT licences received in
2018: 31 785 (31 605 validated)
Main destinations: Netherlands, United
Kingdom, Germany, France and Belgium
Volume imported:
>2 993 million kg (cleared by customs)
Main HS (Harmonized System) codes:
9403.50, 4802, 9403.60, 4418, 4409.22 and
4412
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import by EU customs in 20181. The weight of the commodity in trade was reported for 97% of the FLEGTlicensed shipments cleared by customs; where weight was not reported, a further 447 813 m 3 and
543 003 items were reported2. The main FLEGT-licensed product types imported into the EU by weight included
furniture of a kind used in the bedroom (HS 9403.50), accounting for 83% of imports3; writing paper (HS 4802);
other furniture (HS 9403.60 and 9401); builder’s joinery and carpentry (HS 4418); plywood, veneered panels
and similar laminated wood (HS 4412); and continuously shaped wood (HS 4409).
Details of the timber taxa in trade were reported by 25 of the 27 EU Member States reporting the submission
of FLEGT licences, with 204 different species and 80 higher taxa reported, comprising 235.5 million kg of timber
product for single-taxon shipments, and 351.7 million kg for mixed taxa shipments. Where single taxa were
specified, the most highly-traded taxa by weight were: Acacia mangium (mangium); the tropical hardwood
genus Shorea, notably S. laevifolia (balau); Tectona grandis (teak), Paraserianthes falcataria (falcata) and
Hevea brasiliensis (rubber tree).
Twenty-one Member States reported using FLEGIT4 to process FLEGT licences, whilst 7 reported using national
licensing systems. Caveats resulting from the varying completeness and quality of national datasets are
provided in Annex B.

Provision for penalties
Seventeen Member States have provisions in place for
administrative fines, 17 for criminal fines, 20 to impose
imprisonment, 7 to suspend the authority to trade and 9 for
notices of remedial action or warning letters. Potential
maximum penalties for imprisonment range from 1 month to
15 years (15 Member States report maximum potential
penalties of 1-5 years). Twenty-four Member States reported
that penalties include the seizure or confiscation of timber
shipments and 23 Member States reported that the disposal of
confiscated timber is foreseen in their national legislation.

7 Member States with provisions to
suspend the authority to trade
9 Member States with provisions to
issue notices of remedial action or
warning letters
24 Member States with provisions to
seize or confiscate shipments

Penalties applied
In 2018, 12 Member States reported rejecting a combined
total of 66 FLEGT licences, with the greatest number
(20 licences) rejected by France. Article 6(1) was applied
Article 6(1) applied to 2 shipments
to a shipment each by Bulgaria and Spain. Bulgaria and
the Netherlands reported applying Article 6(2), the former where a scanned FLEGT licence was presented for
validation (with an expired validity date) and the latter for a shipment which included a CITES species without a
CITES permit.
66 FLEGT licences rejected in 2018

1

Italy and Romania, however, did not submit the required customs data as part of their national report and the data submitted by Greece
was incomplete.
2 To prevent double-counting, where quantity was reported in more than one metric, the weight was taken preferentially over the volume
or number of units because it was the most frequently reported metric. Where weight was not reported, volume was taken preferentially
over the number of units.
3 The majority of this was reported by the United Kingdom. Since the large quantity of HS 9403.50 cleared by customs in the UK was not
reflected to the same extent in the validated licences received, the quantity was queried with the UK but no clarification was provided.
4
The EU FLEGIT is an IT system managed by the European Commission for use as a central repository of FLEGT licences intended for the EU
countries. http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm?do=groupDetail.groupDetailDoc&id=24444&no=5
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Verification of shipments

Additional verification checks carried out on
Twenty-one Member States have provisions in place to
1782 FLEGT licences
carry out further verification checks on FLEGT licences
and 22 have provisions to carry out further verification of
265 physical inspections carried out on
FLEGT-licensed shipments (including exchange of
shipments
information with Indonesia’s Licence Information Units,
and physical inspections). A total of 1782 FLEGT licences
17 Member States use SILK to verify
had additional verification checks carried out by
licences
19 Member States in 2018. Risk criteria used to
determine whether verification of licences or shipments was needed include: mismatch of document
information between the FLEGT licence and other documentation, HS codes, and volume/weight of the
shipment. In 14 Member States, customs informs the CA of any mismatches between the FLEGT licence and
customs data. Seventeen Member States also reported using SILK5 to verify licences. Physical inspections of
FLEGT shipments were carried out by 12 Member States, totalling 265 physical inspections (with the shipment
matching details of the FLEGT licence in 94.0% of cases).

Fees for processing FLEGT licences
Member States may charge fees for the processing of FLEGT
licences, and 6 Member States reported doing so in 2018. The
levels of fees charged range from EUR 10 to EUR 106.

6 Member States charged fees for
processing FLEGT licences in
2018

Other implementing measures and challenges
Information on other implementing measures and challenges was provided by 26 Member States. Eleven of
these reported collaborating with other CAs, indicating that this was beneficial, particularly regarding goods
arriving in one Member State but destined for elsewhere within the European Union. Sharing of information at
EUTR/FLEGT Expert Group meetings and informal meetings was considered useful. Several implementation
challenges were raised by one or more Member States including: communication with Indonesia’s Licence
Information Units (several Member States noting that response times had improved); several requests for
Member States to have access to all FLEGT licences on SILK, irrespective of the country of destination within
the EU; the issue of mismatching information between FLEGT licences and customs declarations and the issue
of FLEGT licences issued for HS Codes outside the scope of the FLEGT Regulation and Indonesia VPA.

5

Licensing authorities in Indonesia use an electronic information system named ‘SILK’ or ‘SVLK’ (Sistem Verificasi Legalitas Kayu) to
generate FLEGT licences. EU Competent Authorities can access the system to verify, as and when needed, the paper-based licence they
have received from operators against the data in the system (further information available here: http://www.flegtlicence.org/indonesianflegt-licensing-procedures).
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Introduction
This report provides a background analysis for 2018, the second full year of annual reports
submitted by EU Member States on the FLEGT licensing scheme. During this reporting
period, Indonesia was the only VPA country to issue FLEGT licences. This analysis provides an
overview of the similarities and differences in national approaches in implementing and
enforcing the FLEGT Regulation across the EU, which will help to foster a consistent
approach across the Member States.
In 2005, the European Union (EU) adopted Regulation (EC) No 2173/20056 of 20 December 2005 on the
establishment of a FLEGT licensing scheme for imports of timber into the European Community (hereinafter
the FLEGT Regulation, or the Regulation), as part of the implementation of the 2003 Action Plan on Forest Law
Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT). In 2008, the Commission adopted the implementing Regulation
(EC) No 1024/20087 laying down detailed measures for the implementation of the FLEGT Regulation.
The FLEGT Regulation lays down EU procedures for the implementation of the FLEGT licensing scheme through
the conclusion of Voluntary Partnership Agreements (VPAs) with timber-producing countries, including a
requirement for imports into the EU of timber products originating in FLEGT partner countries to be covered by
a FLEGT licence.
Article 8(3) of the FLEGT Regulation requires the Commission to prepare and make public an annual synthesis
report based on the information submitted by the Member States in their annual reports, covering the
previous calendar year in accordance with Article 8(1).

Background
As highlighted by the European Commission in COM(2016) 74: “illegal logging is a pervasive problem of major
international concern. It has a devastating impact on some of the world's most valuable remaining forests as
well as on the people who live in them and who rely on the resources that forests provide. It contributes to
tropical deforestation and forest degradation, which may be responsible for 7 to 14% 8 of total CO2 emissions
from human activities; it threatens biodiversity and undermines sustainable forest management and has a
negative impact on poverty reduction, sustainable and inclusive economic growth and sustainable development,
including by undermining the commercial viability of operators who do act in accordance with applicable
legislation”9.
The 2003 FLEGT Action Plan sets out the EU response to tackle illegal logging and associated trade by improving
forest governance, strengthening law enforcement and promoting trade in legally and sustainably-harvested
timber and timber products.
The establishment of a FLEGT licensing scheme to ensure that only legally-harvested timber is imported from
countries participating in the scheme is one of the main elements of the FLEGT Action Plan. The FLEGT
Regulation lays down EU procedures for the implementation of the FLEGT licensing scheme through the
conclusion of VPAs with timber-producing countries, including a requirement for imports into the EU of timber
products originating in FLEGT partner countries to be covered by a FLEGT licence. Under the FLEGT VPA,
exporting countries develop systems to verify the legality of their timber exports to the EU and a licensing

6

OJ L 347, 30.12.2005, p.1
OJ L 277, 18.10.2008, p.23
8https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/news/reporting-greenhouse-gas-emissions-deforestation-and-forest-degradation-pan-tropical-biomass-maps.
9 Commission report 2016, https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2016/EN/1-2016-74-EN-F1-1.PDF
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system to provide assurance that timber imported into the EU has been harvested in compliance with the legal
requirements of the partner country, as set out in the relevant FLEGT VPA.
The FLEGT VPA between the EU and Indonesia entered into force on 1 May 2014. The VPA establishes the
framework, institutions and systems of the FLEGT licensing scheme for Indonesia. It sets out the supply chain
controls, legal compliance framework and independent audit requirements of the system, termed the Timber
Legality Assurance System (TLAS)10 or ‘Sistem Verificasi Legalitas Kayu (SVLK)’ in Indonesian.
Following the positive joint assessment of the Indonesian TLAS, established by the Government of Indonesia to
implement the VPA, and an agreement between the two Parties on the start of the FLEGT licensing scheme,
Indonesia became the first country to operate a FLEGT licensing scheme as of 15 November 201611. From that
date, all timber shipments covered under the FLEGT Licensing Scheme have to be covered by FLEGT licences
when imported into the EU.
In line with Articles 10(1) and 10(3) of Regulation (EC) 2173/2005, the decision to start the operation of the
FLEGT licensing scheme in Indonesia involved the amendment, through a Commission delegated Regulation 12,
of Annex I and III to the same Regulation in order to include Indonesia and its Licensing Information Unit under
the list of ‘Partner countries and their designated licensing authorities’ contained in Annex I, and the list of
products covered by the FLEGT licensing scheme in Annex III ‘Timber products to which the FLEGT licensing
scheme applies only in relation to the corresponding partner countries’.
The product scope of the FLEGT licensing scheme covers a core list of mandatory products, as listed under
Annex II to the FLEGT Regulation, as well as additional country-specific products to be listed in Annex III (in line
with the product scope agreed in the relevant VPA).
For Indonesia, the product scope includes most of the products covered in the EU Timber Regulation (EUTR) 13,
as well as furniture, fuel wood, wooden tools, wooden packing material, builders' joinery and carpentry of
wood, wood pulp, paper and paper products, kitchen and tableware, and additional products, as per Annex I of
the Indonesia-EU VPA14. Two types of products are excluded from the scope of the FLEGT licensing scheme:
1) rattan or bamboo products, and 2) paper made from recycled material. In addition, it should be noted that a
number of products (e.g. logs), while covered in principle by the FLEGT licensing scheme, are prohibited from
export by Indonesian legislation and in line with Article 4 of the VPA cannot receive a FLEGT licence and hence
cannot be imported into the EU.

Analysis of FLEGT annual reports
In line with Article 8(1), and using a reporting form established by the European Commission and agreed with
the Member States at the FLEGT-EUTR Expert Group as per Article 8(2), EU Member States are required to
submit annual reports on the national application of FLEGT, covering the previous calendar year. The annual
reports submitted by EU Member States provide an important mechanism for the European Commission to
assess the effectiveness of the FLEGT Regulation and the status and progress of the licensing scheme. They also
provide a basis for information sharing among Member States and with other stakeholders, and support the
identification of developments, trends, gaps or challenges, as well as possible solutions.
This analysis is based on data as reported by EU Member States in their annual reports for 2018 on the FLEGT
licensing scheme. Member States are required to submit their reports by 30 April every year and 22 Member
10

Further information available here: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32015D1158&from=EN
Licensing authorities in Indonesia use an electronic information system named ‘SILK’ to generate FLEGT licences. EU Competent
Authorities can access the system to verify, as and when needed, the paper-based licence they have received from operators against the
data in the system (further information available here: http://www.flegtlicence.org/indonesian-flegt-licensing-procedures).
12 COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2016/1387 of 9 June 2016 amending Annexes I and III to Council Regulation (EC) No
2173/2005 following a Voluntary Partnership Agreement with Indonesia for a FLEGT licensing scheme for imports of timber into the
European Union
13 REGULATION (EU) No 995/2010 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32010R0995
14 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32015D1158
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States did so by the deadline in 2019; the remaining six submitted their reports after the deadline (see Annex B
for details of data submission). Additional information and clarifications regarding the data submitted by some
Member States were subsequently required. No customs data was received from Italy and Romania, and an
incomplete customs dataset was received from Greece. This analysis includes the reports of all 28 Member
States, which were reported through an online reporting template, with some sections pre-filled with
information provided in previous annual reports. FLEGIT could be used to export the FLEGT licence data
included in the section on ‘FLEGT licences and shipments’.
This report presents an analysis of these annual reports for 2018 as laid out by Article 8(3) of the FLEGT
Regulation and provides the basis for a synthesis report to be prepared by the European Commission. It follows
the same main sections of the FLEGT annual reports:








Competent Authority,
FLEGT licences and shipments,
Verification of FLEGT licences and shipments carried out,
Provision for penalties,
Penalties applied,
Fees for the processing of the FLEGT licences, and
Other implementation measures.

Production of this background analysis involved a strong focus on data quality and completeness, particularly in
relation to consistency in reporting of FLEGT licence and customs declaration data. The methodology for data
analysis and caveats resulting from the varying completeness and quality of national datasets are described in
Annex B. Transparency around the types of issues encountered will facilitate improved data submission in
future reporting cycles and is beneficial prior to additional VPA countries reaching the licensing stage.

3

FLEGT Licensing Scheme
This chapter provides an overview of the status of national implementation of the FLEGT
Licensing Scheme, as reported by EU Member States. The sections that follow correspond
with the sections of the FLEGT annual reporting template.
The FLEGT Regulation must be implemented fully by Member States, which are required to put in place
effective, proportionate and dissuasive penalties to enforce the Regulation. The national reports provide an
overview of the status of national implementation and enforcement, and are a means of assessing the level of
consistency achieved across Member States.

1. Competent Authority
In accordance with Article 7(1), Member States are required to designate a Competent Authority (CA) or
Authorities for FLEGT. All Member States have designated a Competent Authority or Authorities 15 and all but
one (Portugal) reporting Member State provided information on the legislating act designating the Competent
Authority(ies) (Annex A).
In 11 Member States the customs authority fulfils the
role of CA, either fully (4 Member States), or partly
(7 Member States), and in 17 Member States, customs
and the CA are separate authorities (Figure 1). In these
17 Member States it is important that the authorities
are able to fully cooperate on the processing of FLEGT
licences and shipments, with the CA able to delegate
relevant tasks to customs. This delegation has been
established in all 17 Member States. To ensure
effective coordination between the two authorities,
there should be arrangements in place for the
exchange of information. Table 1 provides a summary
of the arrangements that Member States reported
having put in place. Table 2 and Table 3 detail the
frequency with which these data are requested from
customs by CAs (Table 2) and submitted by customs to
the CAs (Table 3). There was considerable variation between
Member States’ approaches to data exchange. For example,
Austria and France reported weekly and twice weekly data
exchange respectively; Cyprus, Czech Republic, Finland,
Ireland and the Netherlands reported monthly data
exchange; Luxembourg reported receiving data annually;
and other Member States reported receiving data as
needed (sometimes in addition to regular data requests).

Figure 1: Number of Member States
where the customs authority was
the CA or one of the CAs for FLEGT.

Figure 1: Number of Member States
where the customs authority is the
CA, or one of the CAs for FLEGT.

Table 4 summarises the arrangements reported by Member States for the exchange of information other than
customs data between CAs and customs. In total, 22 Member States reported having national legislation
specifying how customs act on receiving FLEGT-licensed shipments (Figure 2), and Table 5 provides a summary
of the legal provisions through which Member States specify the tasks customs should perform on FLEGT
shipments. Sixteen Member States reported that upon arrival at the border, they should suspend release for
15

See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/forests/pdf/list_competent_authorities_flegt.pdf
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free circulation of a shipment until the CA has verified the FLEGT licence. Official guidelines have also been
established to support customs in implementing the requirements of the FLEGT Regulation 16.

Figure 2: Did Member States report
having national legislation that specified
the actions customs should take when
shipments from countries and/or
products covered by the FLEGT licensing
scheme arrive at the border?

16

See http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52014XC1104(01)
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Table 1: Overview of CA and customs interaction.
Details of the agreement with customs

Country

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus

Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland

Agreement with
customs

Based on
legislation



 [CA = customs]




















-









Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands



 [CA = customs]




Poland
Portugal
Romania

 [CA = customs]
 [CA = customs]


-


 [customs is one
of the CAs]

Spain

Sweden

United Kingdom



Slovakia
Slovenia

Memorandum
of
Understanding

-







-




Arrangement for exchange of customs data between the
CA(s) and customs
Informal
Other (please specify)
CA has free access CA must request Customs submits
arrangement
to customs data customs data and customs data to
does so
the CA





Agreement between Department of Forests and customs regarding
processes and responsibilities. Cooperation between CA and
customs in the preparation of FLEGT licence check guidelines.


Customs also follow VPA instructions for FLEGT-licensed shipments


Bilateral agreement between CA and customs







The CA and customs cooperate fully. Their respective roles are set
out in a Memorandum of Understanding.


Notes from the CA FLEGT/EUTR to Customs


Draft agreement


Collaboration agreement


Information sharing regulated by a framework agreement between
the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature
Conservation and food quality



Ministry of Water and Forests has a ‘Cooperation Protocol’ with the
General Directorate of Customs


Collaboration agreement
Memorandum is based on EU and national legislation
The CA provides data on FLEGT licences received and the Customs
Authority provides data on shipments that have been cleared.

‘-‘ follow-on questions not applicable.
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Table 2: Frequency of CA customs data requests, where reported by Member States.
Country
Belgium
Denmark
Estonia
France
Greece
Hungary
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Romania
Slovakia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

Weekly

Annually

As needed, in addition to
regular requests





As needed, exclusively Other

Every third month
















Table 3: Frequency of customs data submissions, where reported by Member States.
Country
Austria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Finland
France
Germany
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Netherlands
Spain

Weekly

Monthly

Annually

Other




Twice a year






Twice per week the CA shares validated licences with customs and customs
shares licences with CA once a week
Case-by-case basis








As needed
As needed, to check legality and validate the FLEGT licences
As needed
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Table 4: Arrangements for exchange of information other than customs data between the
CA(s) and customs.
Country

CA and
customs have
access to a
shared
national
electronic
system

Austria

CA informs
customs
once a
FLEGT
licence has
been
validated


CA requests
customs to
verify specific
shipments
against FLEGT
licences

Customs
informs the
CA of
checks they
perform










Belgium

Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus



Regular meetings
between the CA and
customs, including
frequency

Every 6-12 months
and upon request
At least once a year Customs informs the CA when
and when needed.
irregularities are detected. CA and
Also by phone/e-mail customs exchange information to
resolve the detected problems
[CA = customs]


CA checks all shipments against
licences and informs customs if
there is a mismatch
Customs delegate specific
problematic licences to CA for
resolution

Czech Republic

Denmark





Estonia
Finland










Ireland












Italy

Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain

At least once a year
and when needed
≥3 times per year and
when needed

France
Germany
Greece
Hungary

Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta

1-2 times per year

Copies of the decision by the CA are
sent to the importer/agent,
including one for sharing with
customs
The CA and customs share
information when deemed
beneficial

On average twice a
year

[CA = customs]








Twice a year with
regular exchange by
email/phone
Every few months
















[CA = customs]
[CA = customs]
On demand





A few times per year
and when needed
On demand

Sweden
United Kingdom

Other





Monthly
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[CA = customs]
Customs informs CA when goods are
cleared. CA informs customs of
shipments where there could be
irregularities
Both CA and customs use FLEGIT,
and share information as necessary
Daily coordination between all
parties as required

Table 5: Actions pertaining to the requirements of customs that were specified in national legislation, for shipments from countries and of
products covered by the FLEGT licensing scheme that arrive at the border, where reported by Member States*.
Country

Austria

Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus

Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland

France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Portugal

To assist in
To check FLEGT
enforcing the FLEGT shipments in the same
Regulation
way they check other
shipments

























To suspend release for
To do certain types To inform the CA of any Other
free circulation of a
of checks for FLEGT potential nonshipment until the CA has shipments
compliance identified
verified the FLEGT licence


Customs authorities are required to take measures according to Art. 5(7) of
the FLEGT Regulation. They also have to submit relevant information for the
implementation of the FLEGT Regulation to the CA.





If the FLEGT licence is not accepted by the CA, the authorised forest officer
stamps the licence as not accepted. From this point on, customs act
according to the ‘Customs Code’, meaning that consignments can be seized
and either returned to the country of export or confiscated and sold by
auction. The responsible institution is customs.







Customs operate under the jurisdiction of the Customs Act (Tullilaki
304/2016). The actions customs should take regarding the FLEGT licensing
scheme are agreed on bilateral agreement between the CA and customs.














Customs are required to investigate and report on violations of Art. 4 or 5 of
FLEGT Regulation No. 2173/2005

Customs must do physical checks of the shipment for conformity of the
products with the data on the FLEGT licence and the customs declaration





Romania


Slovakia

Slovenia


Spain





Sweden

United Kingdom
*In addition, Ireland noted that their national legislation (S.I. 251 of 2015) states that: ‘A timber product which is prohibited from being imported or is subject to any restriction on importation under the Council
Regulation or this Regulation is deemed to be so prohibited or restricted for the purposes of the Customs Consolidation Act 1876, the Customs Act 1956 (No. 7 of 1956) and the Customs and Excise (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1988 (No. 10 of 1988)’.
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2. FLEGT licences and shipments (FLEGT Reg. Art. 8(1))
FLEGIT/TRACES17 is used to process FLEGT licences in
21 Member States (75%), whilst 7 Member States use national
systems (Figure 3). Of the 21 Member States using
FLEGIT/TRACES, 14 Member States reported its use by both
the CA and customs, 5 Member States (France, Hungary,
Ireland, Italy and Slovakia) reported its use just by the CA, and
in Estonia and Portugal it is used only by customs (Table 6).
Fourteen Member States reported that FLEGT licences were
received in more than one format (Table 7). In total,
18 Member States reported paper FLEGT licences being
submitted, 18 reported licences being submitted via
FLEGIT/TRACES, 5 reported submissions via email and 2 (the
Netherlands and Spain) reported licences submitted by
national electronic systems.

Figure 3: System used by the CAs
for processing FLEGT licences.
Table 6: Use of FLEGIT/TRACES by
CAs and/or customs amongst
Member States using
FLEGIT/TRACES for the processing
of FLEGT licences.
Country
CA
Customs
Partly used


Austria


Belgium


Croatia


Cyprus


Czech Republic



Denmark


Estonia


Finland


France


Germany


Hungary*

Ireland

Italy


Luxembourg


Malta


Poland

Portugal


Romania


Slovakia


Slovenia


Sweden
* Hungarian CA (Government Office of Capital City
Budapest – GOCCB) verifies the content of all
submitted FLEGT licences in FLEGIT. Customs does
not yet use FLEGIT, thus communication between
GOCCB and customs is paper based

The number of days taken by Member States to validate or
reject licences was analysed for those datasets where the date
a licence was received and the date a licence was validated or
rejected was provided (24 Member States - Romania’s data
was not provided in a suitable format; the United Kingdom did
not provide a date when licences were received; the
Netherlands confirmed that only the validation date was
provided, as the Dutch legislation specifies that licences will be
handled within one working day, unless there are issues; and
Austria noted that they receive relevant data through a
national system and if valid, the CA enters information into
FLEGIT and approves the licence at the same time). In addition,
20 records – 0.12% of licences from the remaining 24 Member
States – had dates where the licence was reported to have
been validated or rejected before being received: Belgium:
7 licences, Cyprus: 3 licences, Czech Republic: 1 licence, France:
1 licence, Greece: 2 licences, Poland: 4 licences, Malta:
2 licences). For the licences from the 24 Member States with
meaningful dates provided, 53% were validated by CAs the
same day or the day after being received, and licences were
validated within 3 days in more than 66% of cases. Over 88% of
licences were validated within 10 days and 97% were validated
within 21 days. The longest amount of time taken to validate a
licence was 282 days. Italy had the longest average turnaround
time, taking just over 15 days, whereas Estonia, Hungary and
Lithuania all validated their licences the same day and Croatia
and Sweden averaged a turnaround time within the day.

17

FLEGIT/TRACES is a web application - a component of the TRACES NT system (TRAde Control and Expert System, New Technology) - and
can be used by EU importers and their agents, the Member States’ FLEGT Competent Authorities and the EU customs for the electronic
verification and management of FLEGT Licences in a quick and secure way.
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Table 7: Format in which FLEGT licences are submitted to Competent Authorities.
Country
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary*
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

Paper licences


Via FLEGIT

Via national electronic system Other electronic system




























Email


Email
Email
Email
















Email

* Operators are requested to email the FLEGT licences to the Hungarian CA (Government Office of Capital City Budapest – GOCCB);
operators with large and regular FLEGT turnover should use FLEGIT, while for operators with rare and sporadic FLEGT deliveries, GOCCB
adds FLEGT licences into FLEGIT. GOCCB verifies all FLEGT licences in FLEGIT.

2.1 Number of FLEGT licences received by EU Member States and number of
FLEGT licences cleared by customs
Twenty-seven Member States (all except Luxembourg) reported receiving FLEGT licences in 2018. Member
States were required to report on the number of licences received in 2018 as well as on the number of licences
actually cleared by customs. The methodology used for the standardisation and analysis of the datasets
provided by the Member States, and the associated caveats resulting from the varying completeness and
quality of the national datasets, are described in Annex B. Member States reported receiving 31 785 FLEGT
licences for validation in 201818 (excluding Romania’s data which was not submitted in a suitable format), of
which 99.4% (31 605) were validated/approved for import. The Netherlands received the largest number of
licences (9034, all of which were validated), accounting for approximately 28.4% of all licences received by
Member States in 2018. Other Member States receiving a large number of licences were the United Kingdom
(5251 licences, 16.5% of all licences), Germany (4853, 15.3%) and France (3307, 10.4%) (Figure 4a).
Member States reported that 23 238 licences were cleared for import by customs in 2018. This figure only
includes data from 25 Member States, including an estimated number of licences by Spain (~1700; they did not
provide their customs data associated with licence numbers). Italy and Romania did not provide any customs
data, the United Kingdom did not provide customs data associated with licence numbers, the customs data
submitted by Greece was incomplete, and the Netherlands’ customs data for retrospective customs
18

Preliminary data are also available on the number of FLEGT licences issued by Indonesia in 2018 (36 491 licences in the SILK database
issued by Indonesia to EU Member States in 2018). Source: EFI, 2019. FLEGT licensing in Indonesia – state of play and further improvement.
25th EUTR/FLEGT Expert Group meeting, 12 September 2019. EFI EU FLEGT Facility. Some potential explanations for this difference in
reported number of licences between Indonesia and the EU are provided in Annex B.
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declarations (see below) was not associated with licence numbers. Among those that reported customs data at
the licence level, the Netherlands cleared the highest number of licences (7543 licences19), followed by
Germany (4858 licences) and France (2992 licences) (Figure 4b).
Differences between the number of licences received and the number of licences cleared by customs in 2018
may, in addition to the incompleteness of the customs dataset, be due to ‘year-end’ trade, as the customs data
includes licences that were received in 2017 but cleared in 2018, and some licences validated in 2018 will only
have been cleared by customs in 2019, hence will be included in the subsequent annual report. A further
potential explanation to account for some discrepancies between FLEGT licence and customs data is related to
the retrospective submission of customs declarations by specific approved importers (which Member States
may permit), for goods for which Prohibitions and Restrictions (P&R) apply (including timber products that
require FLEGT licences). Such data may or may not have been included in Member States’ datasets 20.
Additional reasons for discrepancies between the two datasets could include: goods not being released by
customs due to, for example, phytosanitary controls; the importer deciding not to clear the goods; or the goods
at the point of import into the EU not requiring a FLEGT licence through HS code reassignment21.

19

This does not include the licences cleared by retrospective submission of customs declarations by specific approved importers, the data
for which was not associated with licences numbers.
20 Member States were consulted on this issue. Austria, Germany and Poland reported to allow retrospective customs declarations and
confirmed that data were already included in their national reports. The Netherlands allows retrospective customs declarations; the data
were provided separately but were not associated with licence numbers. Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Malta, Spain
confirmed this was not permitted in their country. The remaining 18 Member States did not confirm the situation with regards to their
country (see Table B.2 in Annex B).
21 For example, in box 44 of the Single Administrative Document (SAD) on which the customs declaration for release for free circulation is
made, goods may be declared under Statement Y057 "Goods not requiring the presentation of a FLEGT import licence for timber".
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Figure 4: Number of FLEGT licences (a) received by the CA for validation and (b) cleared by
customs in 2018, for those 27 Member States that reported receiving licences (all but
Luxembourg).
* Licence data from Romania could not be included; Italy and Romania did not provide customs data, and the United Kingdom did not associate
customs data with licences numbers; customs data for Greece was incomplete.
** Estimated total number provided by Spain, who did not provide their customs data associated with licence numbers.
*** This does not include the licences cleared by retrospective submission of customs declarations by specific approved importers, the data for
which was not associated with licences numbers.
See Annex B for further details of the datasets and associated caveats.
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2.2 Quantities of timber products licensed and imported into the EU under the
FLEGT licensing scheme
Member States were asked to report on the quantities of timber and timber products actually imported in
2018, by HS code, as well as to provide the corresponding quantities as per the FLEGT licences that were
received. The methodology used for the analysis of the FLEGT licence and customs datasets provided by the
Member States, and the associated caveats resulting from the varying completeness and quality of the national
datasets, are described in Annex B.
Over 694 million kg (694 000 metric tonnes) of timber and timber products were licensed on validated FLEGT
licences by EU Member States in 201822,23 (data from 26 Member States, excluding Romania’s data). On the
licences where quantities were reported per HS (Harmonized System) code, the main product type licensed on
validated FLEGT licences by weight was writing paper (HS 4802), followed by plywood, veneered panels and
laminated board (in particular HS 4412.31), wooden furniture (HS 9403.60), builder’s joinery and carpentry
(HS 4418) and continuously shaped wood (in particular HS 4409.22) (Figure 5) (see Annex C for key to relevant
HS codes). Licences where multiple HS codes were reported in the same row, therefore where it was not
possible to determine the proportions of each HS code, accounted for 0.5% of validated licences (157 licences)
and amounted to 1.10 million kg of timber products; the most frequently reported HS codes on these licences
were HS 9403.60 (wooden furniture, 114 records) and 9401.69 (wooden seats, 103 records).
Information on the quantities cleared by customs and actually imported in 2018 was provided by 25 Member
States; Italy and Romania did not provide customs data and the dataset provided by Greece was incomplete.
Based on the customs data provided by the 25 Member States, close to 2 994 million kg (2 993 746 metric
tonnes) and an additional 447 813 m3 and 543 003 items of timber and timber products were imported into the
EU in 201824. On the licences where quantities were reported per HS code, the main product type cleared for
import into the EU by weight was furniture of a kind used in the bedroom (HS 9403.50), amounting to close to
2472 million kg and accounting for 83% of reported imports by weight; the majority of this, 2470 million kg,
was reported by the United Kingdom25. Other principal FLEGT-licensed products imported were writing paper
(HS 4802), other furniture (HS 9403.60 and 9401), builder’s joinery and carpentry (HS 4418), plywood,
veneered panels and laminated board (HS 4412), and continuously shaped wood (HS 4409, in particular
4409.22) (Figure 5). Licences where multiple HS codes were reported in the same row, where it was therefore
not possible to determine the proportions of each HS code, accounted for 0.2% of cleared licences and
amounted to 189 571 kg of timber products; as with the validated licences, the main HS codes on these
licences were HS 9403.60 (wooden furniture, 33 records) and 9401.69 (wooden seats, 31 records).
The highest amounts of products by weight on validated FLEGT licences for 5 of the top 6 traded HS codes
(HS 4412.31, 4418, 4802, 4803 and 9403.60) were validated by the United Kingdom, with Germany being the
top importer of HS 4409.22 and second-highest importer of HS 4412.31 and 4418 according to licence data
(Figure 6a). Despite having reported the highest number of licences (Figure 4a), the Netherlands was the
second-highest importer of HS 9403.60 and 4409.22 and third-highest importer of HS 4412.31 according to
licence data (Figure 6a). This is due to a relatively lower mean quantity per licence: 11 837 kg/licence compared
to 55 912 kg/licence for the United Kingdom and 18 128 kg/licence for Germany 26. The United Kingdom
22

The data submitted by the Netherlands contained licence information declared in their client system and by customs, rather than as
recorded and validated on the FLEGT licence, as they do not record this information electronically.
23 Over 99% (31 806) of FLEGT licences validated in 2018 reported the weight of the commodity in trade; the 8 instances where weight was
not reported affected 61 m3 and 174 items. Weight is presented here preferentially over volume or number of units, because it was the
most frequently reported metric and to prevent double-counting, volume or number of units are not summarised separately.
24
97% of the customs records recorded the weight of the commodity in trade. To prevent double-counting, where quantity was reported in
more than one metric, the weight was taken preferentially over the volume or number of units because it was the most frequently
reported metric. Where weight was not reported, volume was taken preferentially over the number of units.
25 The large quantity of HS 9403.50 cleared by the United Kingdom was queried with the United Kingdom since this was not reflected on
the licences to a comparable extent, but no clarification was provided. It does not appear to be related to year-end trade from 2017, and
the difference in order of magnitude in HS codes in both years does not indicate that re-classification of goods could explain the full extent
of this trade.
26 All three Member States reported all data on FLEGT licences by weight.
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reported 6 FLEGT licences with quantities exceeding 1 million kg, 4 of which exceeded 15 million kg (primarily
for HS 4802), whilst the largest quantities on licences validated by the Netherlands and Germany were
236 911 kg and 482 388 kg respectively. Similarly, although Croatia and Slovenia both reported receiving
relatively low numbers of validated FLEGT licences overall (65 and 215 respectively), both countries had high
mean weights per licence: Croatia had a mean weight of 57 171 kg/licence due to 9 large shipments of HS 4803,
while Slovenia had a mean weight of 93 959 kg/licence with the majority of its large shipments in HS 4802
(reported at the 4-digit level), thus featuring as a key importer of this commodity (Figure 6a). Table D.1 in
Annex D shows a breakdown by Member State for the top 6 HS codes reported on FLEGT licences.
The highest amounts of products by weight according to customs data for 5 of the top 6 HS codes (HS 4418,
4802, 4803, 9403.50 and 9403.60) were also imported by the United Kingdom, with Germany being the top
importer of HS 4409.22 and the second-highest importer of 4418 (Figure 6b). The Netherlands was the secondhighest importer of HS 4409.22, and 9403.60 (Figure 6b). Table D.2 in Annex D shows a breakdown by Member
State for the top 6 HS codes reported as cleared by customs. Some Member States also reported imports
where the HS codes would not have required a FLEGT licence (including some codes requiring a V legal licence),
amounting to 2099 customs records and totalling at least 1.35 million kg of timber products (see Annex B). This
may partially be due to reclassification of goods by EU customs27.
In addition to the differences that may be caused by the missing data and variable quality of the national
datasets submitted (see Annex B), as well as reclassification of goods by customs to different HS codes, the
discrepancies between FLEGT licence and customs reported quantities may arise due to several other reasons.
For example, licences may have been received but not yet cleared by customs, HS codes may have been
reported to a different number of digits, or quantities may not have been reported in the same units of
measure. Customs were more likely to report products as 6-digit HS codes than were FLEGT licences: 92.8% of
customs records were reported as 6-digit HS codes, versus 81.3% of records on validated licences. In particular,
HS codes 4409, 4412, 4420, 9401 and 9403 were frequently used at the 4-digit level, even though the FLEGT
licensing scheme only applies to specific 6-digit subcategories within these commodity codes (see Annex B for
more details). Additionally, although weight was the most frequently used unit of measure by Member States
and was therefore the main quantity analysed in this report, customs data included more quantities only by
volume or number of items than FLEGT licences: there were only 8 records on licences that did not contain
weight information (<1% of validated licences), whereas 884 customs records (3% of cleared licences) reported
trade only by volume or number of units.

27

The reporting template provided in line with Article 8(2) of the FLEGT Regulation requests licence and associated customs information to
be provided by licence number. However, due to the limitations of the data provided (see Annex B), it was not possible to comprehensively
compare the HS codes on the licences with those cleared by customs to determine what proportion of goods was reclassified.
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Figure 5: Quantity of the main FLEGT-licensed product types (HS codes) on licences received and validated by the CA, and as reported
cleared by customs (excluding HS 9403.50*) in 2018, reported by HS code** and by weight (kg)***. (See Annex B for details of the associated datasets and
caveats and Annex C for key to relevant HS codes. Licence data from Romania could not be included. Italy and Romania did not provide customs data, and that provided by Greece was incomplete).
*To facilitate comparison of FLEGT licence and customs data, the 2472 million kg of HS 9403.50 in the customs data was excluded from this figure. The large quantity of HS 9403.50 cleared by the UK was queried
with the UK since this was not reflected on the licences to a comparable extent, but no clarification was provided.
**Where possible, HS codes were reconciled to 6 digits; 4-digit HS codes only include trade reported by Member States at the 4-digit level.
*** Quantity was reported by weight on >99% of validated FLEGT licences and 97% of customs data, but may not be representative of all trade. Note that as customs reported fewer products by weight, and more
products as volume (m3) or no. of items, quantities reported by weight on FLEGT licences and by customs are not fully comparable.
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Figure 6a: Main EU importing Member States for the main FLEGT-licensed product groups (HS codes*) as reported on licences received and
validated by the CA in 2018, stacked by decreasing quantity of imports and reported by weight (kg)**.
(See Annex B for dataset analysis and caveats, Annex C for the key to relevant HS codes, and Annex D for full breakdown of quantities by Member State. Licence data from Romania could not be included; Italy
and Romania did not provide customs data, and that provided by Greece was incomplete). *Where possible, HS codes were reconciled to 6 digits; 4-digit HS codes only include trade reported by Member States
at the 4-digit level. ** Quantity was reported by weight on >99% of validated FLEGT licences and 97% of customs data, but may not be representative of all trade.
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Figure 6b: Main EU importing Member States for the main FLEGT-licensed product groups (HS codes*), as reported by customs in 2018
(excluding HS 9403.50**), stacked by decreasing quantity of imports and reported by weight (kg) ***.
(see Annex B for dataset analysis and caveats, Annex C for the key to relevant HS codes, and Annex D for full breakdown of quantities by Member State. Licence data from Romania could not be included; Italy
and Romania did not provide customs data, and that provided by Greece was incomplete). *Where possible, HS codes were reconciled to 6 digits; 4-digit HS codes only include trade reported by Member States
at the 4-digit level. ** To facilitate comparison of FLEGT licence and customs data, the 2472 million kg of HS 9403.50 was excluded from this figure. *** Quantity was reported by weight on >99% of validated
FLEGT licences and 97% of customs data, but may not be representative of all trade.
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2.3 Taxa in trade
The provision of information on taxa in trade is not a mandatory requirement of the Regulation, but was
provided by 26 Member States with regards to the FLEGT licences received. The Netherlands, which accounted
for 107 million kg of timber on validated FLEGT licences (15.4% of net weight reported on validated licences),
did not provide information about the species in trade. In addition to this, > 32 000 kg of timber products on
validated FLEGT licences (<0.01% of net weight reported on validated licences) were reported without taxa by
the Czech Republic, France, Italy and Sweden. In total, 204 different species in 93 genera as well as 80 higher
taxa (i.e. genus or family level) were reported on validated FLEGT licences in 2018, comprising 235.5 million kg
of individual taxa shipments and 351.7 million kg of mixed taxa shipments28.
As it was not possible to determine the proportions of each species where mixed taxa were provided on FLEGT
licences, weights could only be compared for single taxon licences. Where single taxa were specified on
validated licences, the most highly-traded species by weight was Acacia mangium (mangium) (Figure 7). This
was followed by trade in the tropical hardwood genus Shorea (meranti), notably S. laevifolia (balau, also
referred to as S. laevis, listed on the IUCN Red List as Vulnerable29) and to a lesser extent S. leprosula,
S. smithiana and S. johorensis (all referred to as light red meranti), which are listed on the IUCN Red List as Near
Threatened30 and Critically Endangered31,32 respectively. Other species of note by weight were Tectona grandis
(teak), Paraserianthes falcataria (falcata) and Hevea brasiliensis (rubber tree) (Figure 7). The most frequently
reported taxa on validated FLEGT licences containing mixed taxa were Tectona grandis (teak) (2172 records),
Acacia mangium (mangium) (2067 records), Pinus radiata (Monterey pine) (1538 records) and
Hevea brasiliensis (rubber tree) (1451 records). Mixed taxa were most frequently reported for HS 9403.60
(wooden furniture) (1932 records), 4418 (builder’s joinery and carpentry) (1559 records), 4802 (writing paper)
(1107 records) and 9401.69 (seats with wooden frames) (1007 records).

28

Records were classified as ‘mixed taxa’ either where shipments or items were made up of different species, or where several HS codes of
different taxa were reported on the same line (see Annex B for standardisation).
29
Pooma, R., Newman, M. and Barstow, M. 2017. Shorea laevis. The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Available at:
http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/33121/0. [Accessed: 23/09/2019].
30 Pooma, R. and Newman, M. 2017. Shorea leprosula. The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Available at:
http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/33123/0. [Accessed: 23/09/2019].
31
Ashton, P. 1998. Shorea smithiana. The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Available at:
https://www.iucnredlist.org/species/33138/9761547 [Accessed: 23/09/2019]
32 Ashton, P. 1998. Shorea johorensis. The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Available at:
https://www.iucnredlist.org/species/33119/9758343 [Accessed: 23/09/2019]
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Figure 7: Main taxa on validated single-taxon FLEGT licences in 2018, as reported by
weight (kg)*, where specified (235.5 million kg, 33.9% of weight as per FLEGT licences; the
remaining quantity was reported as mixed taxa or the taxa were not specified:
351.7 million kg or 50.6% and 10 million kg or 15.4%, respectively). Records were classified as ‘mixed
taxa’ either where shipments or items were made up different species, or where several HS codes of different taxa were reported on the
same line (See Annex B for standardisation). Where higher level taxa are included, these sum up the records where Member States
reported at both the higher level and the species level (e.g. Eucalyptus spp. includes quantities reported for Eucalyptus spp. and
E. globulus, E. grandis, and E. urograndis). *Quantity was reported by weight on 31 086 (>99%) of FLEGT licences, but may not be
representative of all trade.
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3. Verification of FLEGT licences and shipments carried out (FLEGT
Reg. Art. 5 (1) and (4) and FLEGT implementing regulation
1024/2008 Art. 6(3) - Art. 10)
According to Article 5(4), the Competent Authorities shall decide on the need for further verification of
shipments using a risk-based approach. Twenty-one Member States have provisions in place to carry out
additional verification checks on FLEGT licences33, and 22 had provisions to carry out additional verification of
FLEGT-licensed shipments34 as required (Figure 8). A total of 1782 FLEGT licences were reported to have had
additional verification checks carried out in 2018, with checks reported by 19 Member States (Figure 9).
Member States reported provisions for a number of risk criteria to establish whether additional verification of a
licence (Table 8) or shipment (Table 9) is needed. Mismatched document information (e.g. between the FLEGT
licence, customs declaration, invoices, information in SILK etc) was the risk criterion used by the largest number
of Member States to determine whether additional verification of both a FLEGT licence (19 Member States)
and a FLEGT-licensed shipment (21 Member States) was required. Member States reported a number of
different means of verifying that a shipment declared for release matched the information provided in the
FLEGT licence, including customs informing the CA on a case-by-case basis, which was reported to be used by
the largest number of Member States (14) (Table 10). Seventeen Member States also reported using SILK35 to
verify the licences they receive from operators, including 4 Member States who used it sometimes (Figure 10).
Physical inspections of FLEGT shipments were carried out by 18 Member States (Figure 11), with a total of 265
physical inspections carried out in 2018 (Figure 12). In 249 cases (94%), the shipment matched the details of
the FLEGT licence and in 16 cases they did not match (Figure 12).
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‘Additional’ verification of FLEGT licences is understood as checks which go beyond basic verification of the FLEGT licence, and may
include checks in case of doubt as to the validity of the licence, which may involve asking the licensing authorities for further clarification,
as set out in the Voluntary Partnership Agreement with the exporting partner country
34 ‘Additional’ verification of FLEGT-licensed shipments is understood as checks which go beyond the usual checks performed by customs,
and may include checks requested by the Competent Authority based on a risk based approach, or where customs had reason to believe
that the licence may not be valid.
35
Licensing authorities in Indonesia use an electronic information system named ‘SILK’ or ‘SVLK’ (Sistem Verificasi Legalitas Kayu) to
generate FLEGT licences. EU Competent Authorities can access the system to verify, as and when needed, the paper-based licence they
have received from operators against the data in the system (further information available here: http://www.flegtlicence.org/indonesianflegt-licensing-procedures).
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a)

b)

Figure 8: Member States with provisions in place to carry out additional verification
checks on (a) FLEGT licences and (b) FLEGT licensed shipments.

Figure 9: Number of FLEGT licences with additional verification checks carried out in 2018,
for those Member States that reported carrying out additional verification checks. An
indication of the percentage of the total number of FLEGT licences received that had
additional verification checks in 2018 is also provided. [Not all Member States record the number of additional
verification checks on FLEGT licences so the actual number will be higher.]
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Table 8: Criteria used to determine whether additional verification of a FLEGT licence was required, where reported by Member States.
Country

Austria

Agency carrying out checks
(CA = Competent Authority,
C = customs)
CA

Species

Operator

Belgium
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia

CA & C
CA
CA
CA & C
CA
C



Finland

CA



Germany



Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Slovenia
Spain

CA, C, Other (Thünen
Institute)
CA
CA
CA & C
CA
C
CA
CA
CA
CA & C
CA

Sweden

CA & Other (LIU)





United Kingdom

CA

















Volume/ weight
of shipment

HS codes





















































Country of
origin

Mismatch of
document
information
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Other

e.g. when Licensing Authority is not listed as active, or if formal requirements
given in the VPA are not met

Unspecified
All paper based licences, as operators enter data into FLEGIT with typographic
errors
Licence not existing in SILK-database, stamp and/or signature missing, licence is
not printed on official paper
All licences compared against SILK licence information
Unspecified
Comparison against licence information on SILK
CA checks legality of licences in SILK
Unspecified
Unspecified
Doubts related to the authenticity of the signature on the FLEGT licence
Unspecified
When the licence does not exist or does not coincide with SILK or when it is
expired. The loading units are also taken into account
The licence has no signature, stamps, other mandatory information; the signature
is missing in SILK or no longer valid; the licence is no longer valid
Mismatch between United Kingdom and Indonesian Trade Tariff codes

Table 9: Criteria used to determine whether additional verification of a FLEGT-licensed shipment was required, where reported by Member
States.
Country

Austria
Belgium

Agency carrying out checks
(CA = Competent Authority,
C = customs)
CA & C

Spain

CA & C*
C & Other (Executive Forestry
Agency)
C
CA
CA & C & Other (unspecified)
CA & C & Other (unspecified)
C
CA & C
C & Other (unspecified)
CA & C
CA
CA & C
C
C & Other (unspecified)
CA & C
CA & C
C & Other (unspecified)
CA & C & Other (Financial
Administration)
CA & C

Sweden

C

Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Slovenia

Species

Operator

Volume/weight
of shipment

HS codes













Country of origin Mismatch of document
information



Random spot
checks

Other





***







Other issues with
FLEGT licence




















































































































****

**





United Kingdom C & Other (Border Force)
*Belgium: Customs carries out checks based on their own general risk-based system (FLEGT is included). CA can ask for additional verification in case of a suspicious shipment (e.g. suspicious mismatches) or may ask
customs to perform additional checks based on proposed criteria.
** Sweden: The licence has no signature, stamps, other mandatory information. The signature is missing in SILK or no longer valid. The licence is no longer valid.
***Austria: Products to be imported that were found to differ from the information given on the corresponding FLEGT licence during former checks
****Spain: Incongruence with other information presented.
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Table 10: Method used for obtaining information to verify that a shipment declared for release for free circulation matched the information
provided in the FLEGT licence, where reported by Member States*.
Country

Austria
Belgium

Customs check
shipment
documentation
(where customs is
also the CA)


Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus




Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland



Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

The CA requests
The CA uses FLEGIT
shipment documents
to check customs
from importer for every
documents
FLEGT Licence he/she
submits










The CA can request
customs to perform
physical checks on the
shipment

Customs informs the CA if there are Other
any mismatches between the FLEGT
licence and customs data, on a
case-by case basis

























Importers must declare and justify mismatches between FLEGT licence
and other shipment documents. CA may contact LIU for additional
verification. If approved, the good are released for free circulation
with a CA note.
Unspecified
2 FLEGT Inspectors located as Limassol port.
CA and Department of Forests carry out physical inspections on all
shipments
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Shipment documents must be supplied to the CA. These will come
from either the importer or customs












Custom sends shipment documents from every shipment directly to
CA, CA checks legality of shipment documents
Unspecified







Request for documents on a case by case basis










Unspecified
Direct communication with operators. Communication with Indonesia
(LIU)







* No Member State reported that the CA requests shipment documents directly from customs for every shipment.
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Figure 10: Did Member States
check FLEGT licences against the
FLEGT licence information in SILK
in 2018?

Figure 11: Did Member States
carry out physical inspections in
2018?

Figure 12: Number of physical inspections of shipments carried out in 2018 and whether or
not the shipment matched the details on the FLEGT licence, for those Member States that
reported carrying out physical inspections.
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4. Provision for penalties (FLEGT Reg. Art. 5(8), 6)
Article 5(8) provides that ‘each Member State shall determine the penalties to be imposed where the
provisions of this Regulation are infringed. Such penalties shall be effective, proportionate and dissuasive.’
Legal provisions for imposing penalties were reported by all Member States. Figure 13 provides a breakdown of
Member States with provisions for each penalty type, and Tables 11-15 detail the range of penalties and legal
basis for these provisions. The penalty reported by the largest number of Member States was provisions in
place to impose imprisonment (20 Member States; Figure 13C), with 15 Member States reporting maximum
potential penalties of 1-5 years (Table 13). Luxembourg reported the lowest maximum imprisonment term
(1 month), whereas the maximum imprisonment term in Latvia was reported to be 15 years (under general
sanctions for smuggling). Of the remaining potential penalties, 17 Member States had provisions for
administrative fines (with maximum penalties ranging from EUR 700 in Latvia and EUR 1200 in Estonia, to
EUR 1.2 million in Belgium; Table 11). Seventeen Member States had provisions for criminal fines, with
maximum penalties ranging from confiscation of the goods (Hungary) to fines of EUR 24 million (Belgium)
(Table 12). Nine Member States could send notices of remedial action or warning letters, 7 Member States
could suspend the authority to trade, and 9 Member States reported provisions for other penalties.

a)

d)

b)

c)

e)

f)

Figure 13: Member States with provisions for (a) administrative fines; (b) criminal fines; (c)
imprisonment; (d) suspension of the authority to trade; (e) notices of remedial action or
warning letters; or (f) for other types of penalties.
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Table 11: Provisions for administrative fines, where reported by Member States.
Country
Austria

Minimum penalty
No minimum

Maximum penalty
EUR 15 000
(EUR 30 000 for intent/
repeated infringement)
EUR 1.2 million
BGN 10 000 [EUR 5113]
HRK 500 000 [EUR 67 680]

Comment on penalties

Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia

EUR 480
BGN 500 [EUR 256]
HRK 5000 [EUR 677]

Cyprus

No minimum, although the
Director of the Department of
Forests has the authority to
decide for each case separately
No minimum

EUR 40 000

Can be combined with imprisonment
of max. 2 years

No minimum – penalty decided
case-by-case

An attempted misdemeanour set out
in this section is punishable.

EUR 50

EUR 1200 or detention (natural
person)
EUR 3200 (legal person)
EUR 50 000
EUR 10 000

Latvia

EUR 100 (natural person)
EUR 700 (legal person)

EUR 700 (natural person)
EUR 14 000 (legal person)

No specific FLEGT sanctions yet,
however the general sanctions for
smuggling can be applied

Lithuania
Poland

EUR 30
2x the customs value of the
goods
EUR 25
EUR 2000
EUR 500 (natural person)
EUR 1000 (legal person)

EUR 6000
2x the customs value of the
goods
EUR 165 000
EUR 200 000
EUR 10 000 (natural person)
EUR 20 000 (legal person)

Spain

Not specified

Not specified

Sweden

5000 SEK [465 EUR] (corporate
fine)

10 000 000 SEK [EUR 929 800]
(corporate fine)

Czech
Republic
Estonia

Germany
Greece

Portugal
Slovakia
Slovenia

CZK 4 000 000 [EUR 154 900]

Legal basis
Timber Trading Surveillance Act

Law of 21 December 1998 regarding product norms– environmental law
Art. 271 of Forestry Act provides for infringements of Regulation (EC) No. 2173/2005
Act on the Implementation of the European Union Wood and Wood Products Directive
(Official Gazette 25/18)
National law for handling FLEGT licences (LAW 125(I)/2010)

Tariff Act No. 250/2016 Coll., (§ 47)

There are no specific FLEGT sanctions,
it depends on the application of the
Organic Law of repression of
contraband
A criminal court can impose a
corporate fine
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Customs Act (Article 70)

Wood Trade Security Law (HolzSiG) § 7
National Legislation (Law 86/1969) and have been adopted in Article 8 of The Joint Ministerial
Decision 135279/159/2016 (A' 83)
Paragraph 201.12 - paragraph 201.25, including penalties for declaration of false type of
goods or declaration of goods with incorrect code, provision of incorrect or false information
and documents to customs, smuggling etc.
Code of Administrative Infringements of the Republic of Lithuania
Act on forests of 28 September 1991 (consolidated text Official Journal of Law of 2017, item
788 as amended).
General Law (No 15/2001) on tax offences
Act on Placing Timber and Timber Products on the Market (Act No 113/2018)
Regulation on the implementation of Regulations (ES) on the establishment of a FLEGT
licensing scheme for imports of timber the European Community’ (Official Journal of the
Republic of Slovenia No 77/2012)
Organic Law 12/1995 (December 12), and Organic Law 6/2011 (June 30), which modifies the
Organic Law 12/1995 (December 12), of repression of contraband. Royal Decree 1649/1998
(July 24), which develops the title II of the Organic Law 12/1995 (December 12), of repression
of contraband, related to the administrative infractions of contraband
Corporate fine (företagsbot) according to Chapter 36 Sections 7-10 a §§ Brottsbalken, the
Criminal Code

Table 12: Provisions for criminal fines, where reported by Member States.
Country
Belgium
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France

Minimum penalty
EUR 960
Decided by court
No minimum, decided case-by-case
Case dependant
1x the value of the goods

Maximum penalty
EUR 24 million
1 year imprisonment
3 years imprisonment
Case dependant
2x the value of the goods

Greece

1 day imprisonment

Pecuniary penalty/ 1 year
imprisonment
10 years imprisonment

Hungary
Ireland
Italy

No minimum
EUR 2000

Confiscation of goods
EUR 250 000
EUR 50 000

Germany

Latvia

Imprisonment up to 3 years, labour,
or fine of 100 x minimal salaries,
with or without confiscation of
goods
EUR 251

15 years imprisonment with
confiscation of goods, with police
supervision up to 3 years

Netherlands

EUR 1500 (first conviction); EUR
2500 (subsequent conviction)
No minimum

Spain

Not specified

EUR 25 000 (first conviction)
EUR 50 000 (subsequent conviction)
6 years imprisonment, community
service sentence or a fifth category
fine (EUR 83 000)
Not specified

Luxembourg

Malta

Sweden

Covered by chapter 25 in the
Criminal Code
United Kingdom No minimum

Comment on penalties

Penalties include "imprisonment for three
years, confiscation of the object … means of
transport.. [and] property and assets that are
the direct or indirect proceeds of the offense
and a fine of between one and two times the
value of the object of fraud ... "

Legal basis
Law of 21 December 1998 regarding product norms– environmental law (Article 17).
BEK nr 849 af 27/06/2016
Penal Code § 391
FLEGT Licensing Scheme 1425/2014; Criminal Code 39/1889
National customs code (Article 414)

Wood Trade Security Law (HolzSiG) § 7

No specific FLEGT sanctions yet, however
general sanctions for smuggling can be
applied.

EUR 250 000

National Legislation (Law 86/1969) and have been adopted in Article 8 of The Joint
Ministerial Decision 135279/159/2016 (A' 83)
Hungarian Criminal Code (Act C 2012), Hungarian Customs Code (Act CLII. 2017)
Statutory Instrument S.I. No. 251 of 2015
Article 6 ‘Sanctions’ of the Legislative decree n. 178/2014 (Legislative Decree 30-10-2014
No. 178, Implementation of Regulation (EC) No. 2173/2005 on establishing a FLEGT
licensing system for timber imports into Europe and the regulation ( EU) No. 995/2010
laying down obligations of operators who market wood and products derived from it
The Criminal law - paragraph 190 about smuggling and paragraph 191 about illegal
activities with customs goods

Act of 21 July 2012 on certain implementing rules and the sanction of Council Regulation
(EC) No 2173/2005 of 20 December 2005 on the establishment of a FLEGT licensing
scheme for imports of timber into the European Community
S.L. 549.95 Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade Licensing Scheme
Regulations
Nature Conservation Act and the law on economic offenses

There are no specific FLEGT provisions for
Organic Law 12/1995 (December 12), and Organic Law 6/2011 (June 30), which modifies
criminal fines, it depends on the application the Organic Law 12/1995 (December 12), of repression of contraband
of the Organic Law of repression of
contraband and the court.
Covered by chapter 25 in the Criminal
Section 4 of the Penalties for Smuggling Act (2000: 1225)
Code
GBP 20 000 [EUR 21 640], or 3x the
Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 (CEMA) 1979
value of the goods (which ever sum is
greater), or up to 6 months
imprisonment or both
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Table 13: Provisions for imprisonment, where reported by Member States.
Country
Belgium
Cyprus

Minimum penalty
8 days imprisonment
No minimum

Maximum penalty
3 years imprisonment
2 years imprisonment

Denmark
Estonia

Decided by court
No minimum, decided
case-by-case
No minimum

1 year imprisonment
3 years imprisonment

Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary

10 days imprisonment

4 years imprisonment
3 years imprisonment
1 year imprisonment
5 years imprisonment
3 years imprisonment

Ireland
Italy

No minimum
1 month imprisonment

1 year imprisonment
1 year imprisonment

Latvia

Up to 3 years
imprisonment

15 years imprisonment

Luxembourg

8 days imprisonment

1 month imprisonment

Malta
Netherlands
Portugal
Slovakia
Spain

30 days imprisonment
No minimum
EUR 25
1 year imprisonment
Not specified

2 years imprisonment
6 years imprisonment
3 years imprisonment
5 years imprisonment
Not specified

Sweden
United Kingdom

6 months imprisonment

6 years imprisonment
2 years imprisonment

Comment on penalties

Legal basis
Law of 21 December 1998 regarding product norms– environmental law (Article 17)
Can be combined with a fine of max. EUR National law for handling FLEGT licences (LAW 125(I)/2010)
40 000
BEK nr 849 af 27/06/2016
Estonian Penal Code § 391

Article 406 of Hungarian Criminal Code
talks about international trading activities
without licences.

FLEGT-lupajärjestelmästä’ 1425/2014; Criminal Code 39/1889
National customs code
Wood Trade Security Law (HolzSiG) § 7
National Legislation (Law 86/1969)
Hungarian Criminal Code (Act C of 2012),

Statutory Instrument S.I. No. 251 of 2015
Article 6 ‘Sanctions’ of the Legislative decree n. 178/2014 (Legislative Decree 30-10-2014 No. 178,
Implementation of Regulation (EC) No. 2173/2005 on the establishment of a FLEGT licensing system for timber
imports into the European Community and the regulation ( EU) No. 995/2010 laying down the obligations of
operators who market wood and products derived from it
No specific FLEGT sanctions yet, however The Criminal law - paragraph 190 about smuggling and paragraph 191 about illegal activities with customs goods
the general sanctions for smuggling can
be applied.
Act of 21 July 2012 on certain implementing rules and the sanction of Council Regulation (EC) No 2173/2005 of
20 December 2005 on the establishment of a FLEGT licensing scheme for imports of timber into the European
Community
S.L. 549.95 Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade Licensing Scheme Regulations
Nature Conservation Act and the law on economic offenses
General Law (No 15/2001) on tax offences
Criminal Code - Act 300/2005
There are no specific FLEGT provisions for Organic Law 12/1995 (December 12), and Organic Law 6/2011 (June 30), which modifies the Organic Law
imprisonment, it depends on the
12/1995 (December 12), of repression of contraband
application of the Organic Law of
repression of contraband and the court.
Sections 3-5, 7-14 in Law (2000-1225) on Penalties for Smuggling.
May be combined with fine of £20 000
Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 (CEMA) 1979
[EUR 23 459], or 3x times goods value
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Table 14: Provisions for suspension of the authority to trade, where reported by Member States.
Country
Belgium

Minimum penalty
Not applicable

Czech Republic
Ireland

3 years suspension
> EUR 4000 for failure to comply EUR 25,000 for failure to comply

Luxembourg

No level defined

Netherlands

Slovakia
Spain

Maximum penalty
Not applicable

No level defined

1 year suspension

Not specified

5 years suspension
Not specified

Comment on penalties

The Statutory Instrument does not
specify a length of time for suspensions
to trade

Legal basis
Law of 21 December 1998 regarding product norms– environmental law (Art. 16 interim
measures and Art. 17 §4 criminal penalties).
Tariff Act No. 250/2016 Coll., (§ 47)
S.I. 251 of 2015, Regulation 15.(3)(b) and 15.(3)(d)

Act of 21 July 2012 on certain implementing rules and the sanction of Council Regulation (EC)
No 2173/2005 of 20 December 2005 on the establishment of a FLEGT licensing scheme for
imports of timber into the European Community
The temporary suspension of trade is an Law on economic offences
additional penalty which can be ruled by
a judge
Act on Placing Timber and Timber Products on the Market (Act No 113/2018)
There are no specific FLEGT provisions Organic Law 12/1995 (December 12), and Organic Law 6/2011 (June 30), which modifies the
for suspension, it depends on the
Organic Law 12/1995 (December 12), of repression of contraband
application of the Organic Law of
repression of contraband.

Table 15: Provisions for notice of remedial action or warning letters, where reported by Member States.
Country
Austria

Minimum penalty
No level defined

Belgium

If not complied with the warning letter, an official report will be drawn up. This report can result in a court
case or an administrative fine (see provisions administrative and criminal penalties).
Decided by court
1 year imprisonment

Denmark
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Latvia

Netherlands
Slovakia

Maximum penalty
No level defined

2x - 3x depending on the severity and frequency of the
infringement
EUR 4000
EUR 25 000
Warning letter with request to provide correct
EUR 700 to private person or EUR 000 to legal entity
information
Not applicable
Penalties applies only if the remedial action or a
warning letter are not fulfilled by importer

Not applicable
EUR 10 000
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Legal basis
Timber Trading Surveillance Act (HolzHÜG) § 5,7,8; § 45 paragraph 1 last sentence Administrative
Penal Code (VStG)
Law of 21 December 1998 regarding product norms– environmental law (Art 17 bis).
BEK nr 849 af 27/06/2016
Wood Trade Assurance Act
The Joint Ministerial Decision 135279/159/2016 (A' 83), article 8
Statutory Instrument S.I. No. 251 of 2015 Regulation 15
Administrative violations code paragraph 155.19 provision of incorrect information of country of
origin at legality check-ups. (The general sanctions can be applied - there are no specific sanctions for
FLEGT.)
Nature Conservation Act and General Administrative Law Act
Act on Placing Timber and Timber Products on the Market (Act No 113/2018)

In line with FLEGT Regulation Article 5(7), customs may suspend the release of, or detain timber products
where, they have reason to believe that the licence may not be valid. Twenty-four Member States reported
that penalties include the seizure or confiscation of timber shipments, with disposal of confiscated timber
provided for in their national legislation36. Where the disposal of confiscated timber is provided for in national
legislation, 9 Member States reported this to be the responsibility of customs, 4 Member States reported this
to be the responsibility of the CA, 5 Member States reported that another institution was responsible for
disposal in addition to the CA and/or customs, and 5 Member States reported that disposal of confiscated
timber was the responsibility of an institution other than the CA or customs (Table 16).

Figure 14: Member States with
penalties that include the seizure
or confiscation of timber
shipments.

Table 16: Institution responsible for disposing of confiscated timber, where reported by
Member States.
Country
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland

France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Slovakia
Sweden
United Kingdom

36

CA

Customs

Other
Bezirksverwaltungsbehörden (District Administration Authorities)






Executive Forestry Agency

Legislation does not specify this



Disposal of confiscated timber is regulated by the national law on FLEGT licensing scheme
(Laki FLEGT-lupajärjestelmästä 1425/2014) 6 § and coercive Measures Act (Pakkokeinolaki
806/2011). Customs have the authority to confiscate in line with the Customs code
(Tullilaki 304/2016)






Forest Service, police


Carabinieri Forestale
Provision State Agency






Ministry of Justice, police
Court
Netherlands Enterprise Agency






Police

Spain noted that disposal of confiscated goods in general is provided in their national legislation (rather than specifically for timber).
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5. Penalties applied
Of the 27 Member States receiving FLEGT licences in 2018, 12 received one or more licences which they
rejected. In total, 66 FLEGT licences were rejected, with the largest number from France (20) (Figure 15).
25
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Number of licences

20
15
15
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5
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1
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1

1
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1

0

Figure 15: Quantity of rejected FLEGT licences in 2018, for those Member States that
reported rejecting any licences.
Two Member States (Bulgaria and Spain) applied Article 6(1)37 in 2018. Bulgaria reported the temporary seizure
of 24 207 kg of products (10 000 parcels) with HS Code 4802.56 (Uncoated paper and paperboard) – physical
and document checks revealed that the country of origin was incorrect and data in the 2 FLEGT licences did not
match data in the customs declaration. Spain reported that a shipment of 4923 kg of products (253 units) with
HS Code 9403.60 (furniture, other than for office, kitchen or bedroom use) was not admitted for free
circulation into the EU.
Two Member State (Bulgaria and the Netherlands) reported applying Article 6(2) 38 in 2018. In June 2018,
Bulgaria rejected a case where only a scanned copy but not the original of the FLEGT licence was presented for
validation. The date of its validity had also expired and the European Commission was informed of the case.
The Netherlands reported applying Article 6(2) to one import with FLEGT licence which partially contained
CITES species (Dalbergia) without a CITES licence. The CITES goods were confiscated under the EU Wildlife
Trade Regulation and the Indonesian authorities and European Commission were informed.

37

Article 6(1): if Competent Authorities establish that the requirement laid down in Article 4(1) is not fulfilled, they shall act in accordance
with national legislation in force. [Article 4(1): Imports into the Community of timber products exported from partner countries shall be
prohibited unless the shipment is covered by a FLEGT licence.]
38 Article 6(2): Member States shall notify the Commission of any information suggesting that the provisions of this Regulation are being, or
have been, circumvented.
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6. Fees for the processing of FLEGT licences (FLEGT Reg. Art. 5(6))
Member States may charge fees for the processing of FLEGT licences, as per Article 5(6), and 6 Member States
reported doing so in 2018 (Austria, Belgium, Finland, Greece, Italy and the United Kingdom). The remaining
22 Member States do not currently charge fees. For those Member States that charge fees, details of the fees,
along with the basis for the fee calculation, are provided in Table 17.

Table 17: Approximate levels of fees and basis of calculation for those EU Member States
charging importers for the processing of FLEGT licences, where provided by Member States.
Country
Austria

Level of fee [converted]* Basis for fee calculation
EUR 105.90
Legal basis for fee; based on average staff time spent processing a FLEGT licence,
including physical inspections
Belgium
EUR 50 (only for
Legal basis for fee
shipments >500kg)**
Finland
EUR 70
Legal basis for fee; based on average staff time spent processing a FLEGT licence
Greece
EUR 100
Legal basis for fee
Italy
EUR 50
Based on average staff time spent processing a FLEGT licence
United Kingdom
GBP 9.60 [EUR 10.40]
Legal basis for fee; based on average staff time spent processing a FLEGT licence
* Where necessary, fees were converted into Euros and displayed in square brackets ‘[ ]’ alongside the fee reported in original currency.
** To exclude small non-commercial shipments. See Royal Decree 25 December 2017 [C – 2018/30112] in Belgisch Staatblad 19.01.2018,
Ed. 2.
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7. Other implementing measures
Additional information was received from 26 Member States in the ‘other implementing measures’ section of
the FLEGT annual report. Several general themes were identified in the comments and summarised below. The
complete responses are provided in Annex E.

Collaboration
Eleven Member States reported collaborating with other CAs (Austria, Denmark, Estonia, France, Greece,
Ireland, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia and Sweden) and indicated that this was positive and
beneficial. France specifically noted collaboration with Belgium, Italy and Spain, regarding goods arriving at
French ports which may be transported by road to these three Member States; Greece reported good
collaboration with CAs regarding clarifications on companies not based in other Member States, and Slovakia
mentioned good collaboration with Czech Republic, Slovenia, Hungary and Germany. One Member State
(Germany) noted that restricted access to SILK hindered collaboration with other CAs on processing FLEGT
licences (e.g. concerning FLEGT-licensed shipments originally destined to Germany but finally imported in other
Member States and vice versa). Two Member States reported no collaboration with other CAs because they
received no licences (Luxembourg) or had no issues (Cyprus).
Support from or collaboration with the European Commission was noted to be good (Austria, Belgium, Cyprus,
Denmark, Greece, Poland, Slovenia, Sweden). Latvia mentioned that they were being supported by the
European Commission in providing TRACES training.
Seven Member States noted that information sharing at meetings of the EUTR/FLEGT Expert Group and at
informal meetings was useful (Belgium, Croatia, Finland, Malta, Poland, Spain and United Kingdom). Finland
also noted that collaboration with the Nordic Baltic group had been fruitful and Spain noted the value of the
FLEGT, EUTR, CITES joint meeting, held in February 2019, and the seminar held between Member States, the
Commission and Indonesian Authorities, held in November 2018.

FLEGT implementation issues
Communication with Indonesia
Many Member States commented on communication with Indonesia's Licence Information Units (LIU), some
noting it was generally good (Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Germany, Latvia, Poland, Slovakia and
Slovenia), or that response times had become quicker (Austria, Belgium and Bulgaria), whilst other Member
States indicated that responses took too long (Ireland, Malta), or longer than the 21 days specified in the VPA
(Germany, the Netherlands, Spain and Sweden). Two Member States noted that the quality of the answers was
not always sufficient (Austria, Malta). Malta noted that delays to replies on queries resulted in a delay to
releasing consignments, placing a burden on the importer.

Use of FLEGIT and SILK
Belgium noted that regular updates to FLEGIT had improved it considerably. Two Member States reported
‘good communication with EC regarding use of FLEGIT’ actively collaborating with the EC or receiving feedback
regarding FLEGIT (Czech Republic, Denmark). Germany suggested that it would be good to have an exchange
across CAs on an operational level, for processing licences in the FLEGIT-System. Estonia suggested that FLEGIT
could be improved by enabling users’ administrators from national authorities to see the name of the user who
validated and cleared the licence.
Denmark reported SILK and contact with Indonesian colleagues to be the most effective means of verifying
FLEGT licences, noting that the SILK data base seemed easy to use and well-functioning. Austria and the
Netherlands suggested that Member States should be given access to all FLEGT licences on SILK, irrespective of
the country of destination within the EU.
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The United Kingdom provided a 2019 example of where two fraudulent FLEGT licences had been identified as
such, through searching licence numbers on SILK. Upon alerting the Indonesian authorities, their investigation
confirmed that the exporter had falsified the licences.

FLEGT licences
Five Member States commented on the issue of mismatching information between FLEGT licences and customs
declarations, including mismatches in HS codes or country codes (Czech Republic, Italy, the Netherlands,
Slovakia and Spain), as well as licences for HS Codes not falling within the scope of the FLEGT Regulation and
Indonesia VPA (Malta). The Netherlands noted that it had invested in the reduction of mismatches in HS codes
on licences versus import declarations, together with customs agents, importers, exporters, the European
Commission and the Indonesian authorities, resulting in a drop in the number of mismatches.
Austria suggested that a template for submitting questions on mismatches and giving standardized feedback by
the LIU would be very helpful, as would using the SILK database for reporting and solving cases of mismatching
information.
Spain noted that there are indications that there are difficulties in the detection at customs level of shipments
that must be FLEGT licensed.
Spain noted that there is still no single FLEGT licence format for paper licences (e.g. in some licences the
watermark does not appear; not all Issuing Authorities have serial numbers on the paper licences; some Issuing
Authorities that used to have serial numbers on the licences no longer do so). Spain also suggested that
Certificate Y057, which can be indicated in box 44 of the customs declaration for FLEGT products, should be
eliminated or limited in use to well-defined cases.

Establishing guidelines
Three Member States identified areas where they considered more guidelines or guidance would be beneficial.
Malta suggested it would be helpful if the Commission non-paper on dealing with mismatches in FLEGT licences
could be regularly updated, to address different scenarios encountered and reduce the need to contact
Indonesia’s LUI. Germany noted it would appreciate if this non-paper would be released into public as soon as
possible.
Germany noted that differences in understanding of the ‘number of units’ (non-mandatory field 16) caused
differences between FLEGT licences and customs declarations, with German customs declarations counting the
number of packets whereas FLEGT licences give the number of individual pieces. Many licences are therefore
stopped during customs declaration, resulting in unnecessary workload.
Germany noted that after learning that other Member States accept ‘Statement letters’ as scanned documents
sent by email (as opposed to original hard copies), they had changed their procedure. They noted it would be
useful to streamline such operational procedures across CAs.
Spain suggested that Indonesia should be requested to provide the circulars and guides it distributes to its
Issuing Authorities, exporters, etc. to learn more about how Indonesia is working in the issuance of FLEGT
licences. Spain also noted that revision of the coordination guidelines between Customs and FLEGT CAs is
important and publication of the revised document would be welcome.
Regarding the questionnaire used by Member States to provide input into the 2017 and 2018 Annual Synthesis
Report on implementation of the FLEGT licensing scheme and the Background Analysis on which they are based,
Spain noted that the wording of some questions was unclear, since some of the concepts have not been
officially defined.
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Annex A: National legislation
Member State national legislation designating the Competent Authorities (FLEGT Reg. Art. 7(1)). Text in square
brackets ‘[ ]’ has been translated from Member States’ responses.
Country

Relevant legislation*

Austria

Bundesgesetz über die Überwachung des Handels mit Holz (Holzhandelsüberwachungsgesetz – HolzHÜG) [Timber
Trading Surveillance Act]

Belgium

Law of 21 December 1998 concerning product standards in order to improve sustainable production and
consumption patterns and for the protection of the environment, public health and employees

Bulgaria

Forestry Act, Art. 127, paragraph 1

Croatia

Navedene radnje propisane su Zakon o provedbi uredbi Europske unije o prometu drva i proizvoda od drva
(‘Narodne novine’, broj 25/18) [Law on Implementation of the EU Regulation on the Transport of Wood and Wood
Products]

Cyprus

L.125(I)/2010 - National law for the implementation of the FLEGT Regulation

Czech Republic

Act No. 17/2012 Coll., on the Customs Administration of the Czech Republic, as amended

Denmark

BEK nr 95 28/01/2019 Art. 34

Estonia

No national provision. The Ministry of Environment designated based on Article 7 of Regulation 2173/2005. Some
responsibilities of the CA are delegated to the Tax and Customs Board according to Article 12 of Regulation
2014/2008.

Finland

Laki FLEGT-lupajärjestelmästä 1425/2014 [Law on FLEGT licensing scheme 1425/2014]

France

Germany

La DGPE a été désignée comme autorité compétente par le Gouvernement et la Commission en a été informée par
le Secrétariat général des affaires européennes [The DGPE has been designated as the Competent Authority by the
Government and the Commission has been informed by the General Secretariat of European Affairs]
Holzhandels-Sicherungs-Gesetz (HolzSiG) [Timber Trade Securing Law]

Greece

Joint Ministerial Decision 135279/159/2016 (A' 83), article 2

Hungary

Government Decree 365/2016 (29. Nov. 2016)

Ireland

Statutory Instrument S.I. No. 251 of 2015 - European Union (FLEGT Licensing Scheme for Imports of Timber)
Regulations 2015

Italy

Ministerial Decree n. 2003 of 2018. Legislative Decree n. 178/2014

Latvia

Regulation on Ministry of Agriculture

Lithuania

Resolution of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania No 767 of 2 August 2006 concerning designating the
Competent Authority for the implementation of FLEGT licensing scheme

Luxembourg

Loi du 21 juillet 2012 concernant certaines modalités d'application et la sanction du règlement (CE) n°2173/2005 du
Conseil du 20 décembre 2005 concernant la mise en place d'un régime d'autorisation FLEGT relatif aux importations
de bois dans la Communauté européenne [Act of 21 July 2012 on certain implementing rules and the sanction of
Council Regulation (EC) No 2173/2005 of 20 December 2005 on the establishment of a FLEGT licensing scheme for
imports of timber into the European Community]

Malta

S.L. 549.95 Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade Licensing Scheme Regulations

Netherlands

Wet Natuurbescherming, artikel 4.7, onder a en artikel 4.8 lid 2. 4.1 lid 1 onder a regeling Natuurbescherming en
Besluit mandaat, volmacht en machtiging LNV 2019 [Nature Conservation Act, Article 4.7, under a and Article 4.8
paragraph 2. Article 4.1 paragraph 1 under Nature Conservation Act and Decision mandate, power of attorney and
authorization LNV 2019]

Poland

Act of 16 November 2016 on National Tax Administration (Official Journal of Law of 2016, item 1947 as amended)

Portugal

Not specified

Romania

DECISION no. 876 /2011 On the designation of the competent authority responsible for the implementation of
Regulation (EC) Council Regulation (EC) No 2.173 / 2005 of 20 December 2005 on the establishment of a FLEGT
licensing scheme for imports of timber (into the European Community)
ORDER no. 1.721/2013 approving the Methodological Norms for the receipt, verification and acceptance of FLEGT
licences of the European Community

Slovakia

The Act on Placing Timber and Timber Product on the Market (No 113/2018)

Slovenia

Regulation on the implementation of Regulations (ES) on the establishment of a FLEGT licensing scheme for imports
of timber the European Community (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No 77/2012).

Spain

Real Decreto 1088/2015, de 4 de diciembre, para asegurar la legalidad de la comercialización de madera y productos
de la madera. Artículo 3. [Royal Decree 1088/2015, of December 4, to ensure the legality of the commercialization of
wood and wood products. Article 3]

Sweden

Regulation (2012:30) on FLEGT licensing for import of timber

United Kingdom

The Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade Regulations 2012 – as amended
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Annex B: Methodology and data caveats
Timings of submission of annual reports and data
The annual report submission deadline was 30 April 2019, as per Article 8(1) of Council Regulation (EC) No
2173/2005. Twenty-two annual reports were submitted by the deadline, with five Member States submitting in
May (Denmark, Malta, Poland, Romania and the United Kingdom) and Sweden submitting in July 2019.
Throughout May and June 2019, licence and customs data from countries that had submitted annual reports
were checked for consistency and possible errors/irregularities and initial requests for clarification were made.
Additional clarifications were sought as more datasets were submitted and the checks were broadened on the
basis of the increasing number of possible errors identified. Data analysis commenced in September 2019, with
6 datasets still incomplete, 3 with outstanding queries and 3 with missing customs and/or licence data. The last
data update was received in January 2020 (resubmission of all customs data by the United Kingdom). Feedback
on the draft of the Background Analysis was provided by 7 Member States (Austria, Belgium, Ireland,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain and UK).

Formatting and standardising the datasets for analysis
Member State compliance with the reporting format
Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Romania, Spain and the United Kingdom, some of which are among the
Member States with the highest levels of imports of FLEGT-licensed shipments, did not submit the FLEGT
licence data completely as per the template provided by the Commission. The United Kingdom provided
customs data aggregated by HS code rather than associated with relevant licences; Belgium and France
provided some or all customs information in a separate tab and it was not possible to fully link the customs
data to the licence dataset; Spain provided all customs information in a separate tab without information on
individual licence numbers. The Netherlands and Romania did not use the template format at all.
The data submitted by Romania was excluded in the absence of confirmation of the relevant fields. The data
submitted by the Netherlands contained the information that was declared in their client (importer) system
and by customs, as they do not record the information contained on issued licences electronically. It was
therefore formatted into the template to combine it with the datasets from the other Member States, as
follows: as some rows contained licence-only data and the majority contained customs data, any rows
containing licence-only data where the licence number also appeared in the customs data were excluded to
avoid double-counting. Consequently, the Netherlands data retained primarily customs data for both the
licence information and customs data, as well as the licence-only data for those licence numbers that had not
been seen by customs, thus losing information where customs had reassigned products to different HS codes
compared to those originally validated on the licence. The Netherlands also separately provided data for
retrospective submission of customs declarations by specific approved importers, which was not associated
with individual licence numbers; this was also formatted into the template.


Many of the abovementioned points would benefit from consistent use of FLEGIT by both Competent
Authorities and customs nationally, or the interconnection of national systems with FLEGIT.

Dataset standardisation
Datasets submitted by the Member States were checked as much as possible for visible typographic errors,
anomalies, missing data and consistency. Where possible, these were clarified with the Member States and
edited manually or a new dataset was submitted by the Member States addressing any errors found. In some
Member States’ customs datasets in particular, some licence numbers were provided with un-reconcilable
errors or missing information and these licence numbers could therefore not be matched with the dataset of
validated licences. Furthermore, it is worth highlighting that these checks and corrections cannot account for
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all potential errors that may have been included in Member States’ datasets and the preparation of the
national report is an opportunity for Member States to assess, verify and correct their national datasets, as
required, prior to submission as part of the national report.
All datasets submitted by the Member States were formatted to standardise the terms, taxa and dates, and
were combined into one dataset. Where several HS codes were reported on the same line, such that quantities
per HS code could not be determined, these records were classified as ‘Mixed codes’. Similarly, where several
species names were reported in the same row, these records were classified as ‘Mixed taxa’, either because
different HS codes were reported in the same line (<1% of records classified as ‘Mixed taxa’), or because
shipments or items were made up of several different taxa.
The dataset was checked to see whether more than one country had reported validation or clearance
information for the same licence, in case shipments had been cleared by customs in a different country than
the one that validated the licence39. No licences were found to have been reported as validated or as imported
by more than one Member State.
From the standardised dataset, two different datasets were generated: one containing all licences that had
been received by the CAs in 2018, and one containing all imports of FLEGT items cleared by customs in 2018. To
obtain the dataset containing all licences that were received by the CAs in 2018, any licences that did not have
a ‘Date received by the CA’ in 2018 were excluded. To obtain the dataset containing all imports of FLEGT items
cleared by customs in 2018, any licences which had a ‘Date shipment cleared’ in 2017 or 2019 were excluded,
as were licences which had not been validated or where goods had been disposed.


An additional tab was added to the Excel template for reporting on FLEGT licences and actual imports
with guidance on standardising and cross-checking of data prior to submission of the national report.

Harmonized System (HS) codes validation
HS codes in the dataset were compared to the HS codes outlined in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU)
2016/1387 amending Annex III to Regulation (EC) No 2173/2005, and further amended according to
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2016/1821, following amendments to HS Nomenclature by the
World Custom Organization (WCO). HS codes were standardised to 6 digits, except where only 4 digits were
reported by Member States.
Where HS codes not requiring a FLEGT licence were found on the validated licences, which was the case for
34 records (individual rows in the dataset), these records were excluded, removing 21 whole licences and 13
records from licences which also contained other HS codes that were covered by the FLEGT licensing scheme
(Table B.1). Additionally, the comparison with the list of accepted HS codes revealed 1823 records on validated
licences where HS codes were reported to only 4 digits but the FLEGT Regulation applies to specific 6-digit
subcategories under that 4-digit category (Table B.1) (this does not include instances where HS codes were
reported to 4 digits but the whole category is covered by the FLEGT VPA, such as 4701, or if the VPA does not
specify which 6-digit HS codes are covered, such as ex. 4407). This means that it is possible that licences may
have been created for items not requiring them (Table B.1). These records were retained.
Where HS codes not requiring a FLEGT licence were reported by customs, which was the case for 2099 records,
these were retained as they may represent reclassification of goods. A total of 197 non-FLEGT HS codes were
present in the customs dataset (Table B.1); France reported 195 of these, amounting to 1.32 million kg of
39

The Union Customs Code provides customs declaration simplifications, such as ‘centralised clearance’ (Article 179 UCC), which enables
an Economic Operator with Centralised Clearance authorisation to lodge a customs declaration at the customs office in the MS where the
authorisation holder is established, irrespectively of the fact that the goods are presented to customs in another participating MS
(https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/customs-procedures/general-overview/customs-declaration_en).
As per Article 6(1) of Commission Regulation (EC) No 1024/2008 “The licence shall be lodged with the competent authorities of the
Member State in which the shipment covered by that licence is declared for release for free circulation”. Hence, whether an importer
declares imported timber in the Member State of first import to the EU or the Member State where goods will be released for free
circulation, approval of the FLEGT licence by the Competent Authority and customs clearance should occur in the same Member State.
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imports (4.4% of their customs data). Additionally, the full dataset contained 562 customs records where codes
were reported to 4 digits but the FLEGT Regulation applies to specific subcategories (Table B.1). These records
were retained.


The abovementioned additional tab in the Excel template for reporting on FLEGT licences and actual
imports now also contains guidance related to HS codes
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Table B.1: Summary of records with Harmonized System (HS) codes that are not covered by the FLEGT licensing scheme or that were reported
to the 4-digit level where the FLEGT licensing scheme only applies to 6-digit HS categories
Number of records
where the HS code
was non-FLEGT
Number of licences for
non-FLEGT HS codes
removed
Number of non-FLEGT
records removed from
licences with valid HS
codes
Non-FLEGT HS codes
present (x number of
records)

Number of records
with HS codes at the

Licence data
34

Customs data
2099

21

-

13

-

400300
441274
441295
442090
490900
680229
732620
940153
940171
940179
940320
940369
940460

1823

(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x16)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x2)
(x1)
(x1)
(x5)
(x1)
(x1)

130190
140110
250840
330741
340111
340520
340600
350610
382200
382499
392113
392210
392329
392410
392490
392640
392690
420100
420212
420219
420221
420222
420229
420232
420239
420292
562

(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x4)
(x5)
(x1)
(x6)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x2)
(x4)
(x5)
(x89)
(x23)
(x2)
(x1)
(x2)
(x2)
(x15)
(x1)
(x10)
(x1)
(x10)

420330
420500
430230
442090
442191
460129
460193
460211
460212
460219
460290
481920
481930
481940
482010
482560
491000
491110
491191
491199
520790
560121
570190
570500
590190
590700

(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x22)
(x18)
(x2)
(x2)
(x51)
(x25)
(x42)
(x7)
(x1)
(x3)
(x4)
(x1)
(x1)
(x2)
(x28)
(x7)
(x4)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x3)
(x2)
(x3)

610910
610990
620213
620343
620442
620443
620444
620462
620469
620630
620640
620891
621050
621142
621143
621149
621440
621490
621710
621790
630130
630221
630229
630231
630239
630251
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(x2)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x2)
(x5)
(x5)
(x3)
(x2)
(x2)
(x2)
(x1)
(x3)
(x4)
(x8)
(x3)
(x9)
(x3)
(x6)
(x4)
(x6)
(x7)
(x1)
(x5)
(x1)
(x5)

630260
630291
630299
630391
630411
630420
630491
630492
630493
630499
630520
630612
630690
630710
630790
630800
640299
650400
650500
650699
660110
660199
660390
670100
670290
680221

(x7)
(x3)
(x1)
(x2)
(x2)
(x2)
(x8)
(x6)
(x1)
(x4)
(x2)
(x1)
(x6)
(x2)
(x43)
(x1)
(x1)
(x3)
(x1)
(x3)
(x10)
(x13)
(x2)
(x4)
(x2)
(x2)

680223
680229
680291
680293
680299
681091
681099
681189
681599
690510
690723
691090
691200
691310
691390
691490
700330
700600
700991
700992
701328
701337
701349
701399
701890
701990

(x1)
(x6)
(x11)
(x2)
(x45)
(x1)
(x120)
(x1)
(x33)
(x1)
(x1)
(x7)
(x8)
(x2)
(x92)
(x4)
(x1)
(x5)
(x8)
(x221)
(x1)
(x2)
(x34)
(x42)
(x1)
(x6)

702000
711719
711790
732020
732119
732391
732392
732399
732690
741810
741820
741999
761510
761520
761699
830242
830621
830629
830630
846721
848180
850511
850519
850590
850860
852990

(x6)
(x12)
(x27)
(x1)
(x1)
(x5)
(x3)
(x7)
(x17)
(x1)
(x3)
(x1)
(x3)
(x1)
(x2)
(x1)
(x9)
(x107)
(x2)
(x1)
(x3)
(x1)
(x3)
(x1)
(x1)
(x5)

870323
871310
910521
920590
920600
920890
940130
940140
940152
940153
940159
940160
940171
940179
940180
940190
940320
940361
940370
940382
940383
940389
940429
940490
940510
940520

(x1)
(x1)
(x2)
(x1)
(x9)
(x1)
(x2)
(x2)
(x12)
(x86)
(x8)
(x1)
(x7)
(x43)
(x28)
(x10)
(x59)
(x2)
(x6)
(x22)
(x22)
(x16)
(x6)
(x75)
(x4)
(x15)

940540
940550
940592
940599
940690
950510
960190
960200
960910
961000
961519
961590
970110
970300
990500

(x3)
(x17)
(x1)
(x39)
(x1)
(x3)
(x17)
(x4)
(x2)
(x2)
(x2)
(x6)
(x30)
(x1)
(x1)

Licence data
4-digit level where
6 digits are required
HS codes reported at
4-digit level where
only 6-digit
subcategories are
covered by FLEGT (x
number of records)

Customs data

4404
4408
4409
4410

(x2)
(x7)
(x365)
(x2)

4412

(x261)

4420 (only
banned items
are in VPA)

(x266)

4421
9401
9403
9406

(x24)
(x375)
(x514)
(x7)

4404
4409
4410
4412
4416
4418
4420 (only
banned
items are
in VPA)
4421
4802
4804
4805
4809
4810
4811
4812
4813
4818
4821
4823
9401
9403
9406

(x2)
(x29)
(x2)
(x78)
(x1)
(x1)
(x26)

(x2)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x1)
(x176)
(x233)
(x1)
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Caveats
Dataset containing all licences received in 2018
In the reporting template, the Member States were requested to also include all FLEGT licences which were
received in 2018 but for which the shipments will be cleared in 2019. Due to the nature of the datasets
submitted by the Member States, the following caveats apply to this dataset:






Portugal retrospectively validated some licences in 2019 that had been cleared by their customs in
2018; these were excluded from this dataset.
Belgium: in some cases where discrepancies were found by customs between the licences and
invoices, the quantities as per the validated licence were missing.
The Netherlands did not provide a date for when the licence was received by the CA; it was assumed
that all licences provided as part of the national report were received in 2018; the Netherlands added
a number of ‘year-end’ records to their dataset retrospectively. Additionally, due to the required
formatting to fit the reporting template, in instances where HS codes validated on the licences may
have differed from those cleared by customs, customs data was used, as these instances could not be
identified.
Romania did not provide licence data in the required format and as the data could not be reconciled, it
was not included in the dataset.

The licences dataset therefore likely under-represents the number of licences received by the EU and
quantities included on the licences in 2018.

Dataset containing all items cleared by customs in 2018
In the reporting template, the Member States were requested to also include all FLEGT licences which were
received in 2017 but where the shipments were cleared in 2018. Due to the nature of the datasets submitted
by the Member States, the following caveats apply to this dataset:










Spain and the United Kingdom customs data contained only HS codes and quantities, and did not
associate shipments with a licence number. No clearance date was provided; Spain subsequently
confirmed that all shipments were cleared in 2018 and that information included year-end trade,
while it was assumed for the UK that all shipments were cleared in 2018 and it is unclear whether
year-end licences and imports have been included in the dataset.
Following a review of the first draft of the report, the United Kingdom re-submitted customs data to
replace the data originally provided. In this resubmission, although reporting overall greater quantities
cleared by customs, several HS codes for which they had originally reported trade, namely 4407.25,
4407.29, 4420.10 and 4409.22, were no longer included in the resubmission, without further
clarification. In addition, several HS codes originally submitted at the 6-digit level were aggregated to
4-digit level, which led to a redistribution of trade among HS codes and changed the top-6 HS codes
cleared by customs compared to the original analysis.
The United Kingdom’s original customs data contained several HS codes not requiring a FLEGT licence,
accounting for 3.59 million kg of imports; it could not be determined which proportion were
associated with reclassification of HS codes on validated FLEGT licences. All quantities were retained in
the dataset for the first draft of the analysis but as they were not included by the UK in their
resubmission, they were removed for the final analysis.
The large quantity of HS 9403.50 reported as cleared by the UK compared to what was reported on
validated licences was queried with the UK but no clarification was provided. It does not appear to be
related to year-end trade from 2017, and the difference in order of magnitude in HS codes does not
indicate that re-classification of goods could explain the full extent of this trade.
France provided some customs data where the licence numbers were not recognisable as FLEGT
licence numbers; however, as some of these licensed HS codes were covered by the FLEGT VPA, they
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were retained in the dataset. Conversely, French customs data included 195 HS codes that were not
covered by the FLEGT VPA, accounting for 1.32 million kg of trade.
Belgium provided some instances where customs had cleared shipments without the Competent
Authority validating the licences first; the cleared weights and HS codes were provided and included in
the analysis, although sometimes aggregated for several licence numbers.
Italy and Romania did not provide customs data.
Greece provided partial customs data.
Ireland did not provide a clearance status or date; it was assumed that all licences were validated and
also cleared in 2018.
Greece, Ireland, Latvia and Sweden: it was not clear whether the submitted data also included all
FLEGT licences which were received in 2017 but cleared in 2018.
In addition, Member States may permit the retrospective submission of customs declarations by
specific approved importers, for goods for which Prohibitions and Restrictions (P&R) apply (including
timber products that require FLEGT licences). Such data may or may not have been included in
Member States’ datasets; Member States were subsequently consulted on this issue, but confirmation
was not received from all Member States (Table B.2).

The customs dataset therefore under-represents the imports of timber and timber products in 2018.

Table B.2: Authorisation by Members States of retrospective submission of customs
declarations by specific approved importers.
Importer

Austria

Retrospective
submission
authorised
Yes

Relevant
customs data
submitted
Yes

Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany

No response
No response
No response
No
No
No
No response
No
No response
Yes

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Yes

Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Malta
Netherlands
Poland

No response
No response
No response
No response
No response
No response
No
Yes
Yes

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Yes
Yes

Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

No response
No response
No response
No response
No
No response
No response

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Additional comments

In case of import of FLEGT licensed goods the holder of the
authorisation is obliged to notify customs on the arrival of the goods at
their permanent establishment to ensure customs control measures.

The FLEGT licence number needs to be provided by the operator.
Customs checks the TRACES database and makes applicable data
entries.

In such cases, ‘validation’ in the customs clearance system related to
the requirement for a FLEGT licence is actually done twice – at the
stage when an entry summary declaration is lodged and when a
supplementary customs declaration is lodged.
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Comparison of EU data with preliminary data on licences issued by Indonesia
As noted in section 2.1, preliminary data40 on the number of FLEGT licences issued by Indonesia in 2018
(36 491 licences) indicates that Indonesia may have issued a higher number than the number of licences
received for validation by Member States (31 785 licences). In addition to ‘year-end’ trade (licences issued by
Indonesia in 2018 which were received by Competent Authorities in 2019 instead), some additional
explanations for differences between the reported number of licences issued by Indonesia and received by the
EU may include:








FLEGT licences cancelled without informing SILK (hence trade never took place)
FLEGT licences not presented to customs due to certain statements written in box 44 41 of the Single
Administrative Document (SAD) on which the customs declaration is made, e.g.:
o Statement Y 067 "Timber and timber products dispatched to EU from a country not partner in
a FLEGT Voluntary Partnership Agreement (VPA)" (for FLEGT shipments originating in
Indonesia but travelling via a non-VPA third country, hence shipments lose their FLEGT status)
o Statement Y 057 "Goods not requiring the presentation of a FLEGT import licence for timber "
(for non-FLEGT products travelling directly from Indonesia to EU). There is some indication
that code Y 057 may be being used incorrectly (or possibly fraudulently); further investigation
by Member States may be appropriate)
Shipments originally intended for export to the EU (reflected in the FLEGT licence issued by Indonesia)
may have been shipped to a non-EU country
FLEGT-licensed products arriving in the EU via post/air courier (such as product samples sent to
businesses), where FLEGT licences may not be presented to Competent Authorities or customs
(customs procedures for shipment arriving by post and awareness of courier services regarding their
obligations may vary by Member State)
FLEGT licences may be issued to private individuals which are not placing the goods on the EU market
and therefore may not present the licences to the Competent Authorities or customs

40

EFI, 2019. FLEGT licensing in Indonesia – state of play and further improvement. 25th EUTR/FLEGT Expert Group meeting, 12 September
2019. EFI EU FLEGT Facility.
41 Box 44 is used to show information about documents, certificates and authorisations accompanying the customs declaration and also
additional information relating to the movement of the goods.
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Annex C: HS product codes
Key to principal Harmonised System (HS) codes of products imported to the EU in 2018. Where possible, HS
codes were reconciled to 6 digits, however in some instances only 4-digit HS codes were reported by Member
States. Data included in this report as 4-digit HS codes only cover instances where the commodity was reported
by the Member State as a 4-digit code, and does not include trade reported at sub-code level.
HS code

Details

4407

Wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, planed, sanded or end-jointed, of a thickness exceeding 6 mm.

4407.25

Wood, tropical; dark red meranti, light red meranti and meranti bakau, sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether
or not planed, sanded or end-jointed, thicker than 6 mm

4407.29

Wood, tropical; teak, sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not planed, sanded or finger-jointed, thicker
than 6 mm

4409

Wood (including strips and friezes for parquet flooring, not assembled) continuously shaped (tongued, grooved, rebated,
chamfered, V-jointed, beaded, moulded, rounded or the like) along any of its edges, ends or faces, whether or not planed,
sanded or end-jointed.

4409.22

Wood; tropical (including unassembled strips and friezes for parquet flooring), continuously shaped along any edges, ends or
faces, whether or not planed, sanded or end-jointed

4409.29

Wood (including strips and friezes for parquet flooring, not assembled) continuously shaped (tongued, grooved, rebated,
chamfered, V jointed, beaded, moulded, rounded or the like) along any of its edges, ends or faces, whether or not planed,
sanded or end jointed, non-coniferous (not from rattan)

4412

Plywood, veneered panels and similar laminated wood

4412.31

Plywood; consisting only of sheets of wood (not bamboo), each ply 6 mm or thinner, with at least one outer ply of tropical
wood

4412.39

Plywood; consisting only of sheets of wood (not bamboo), each ply 6 mm or thinner, with both outer plies of coniferous wood

4412.94

Blockboard, laminboard and battenboard (not bamboo, and other than plywood consisting only of sheets of wood each ply 6
mm or thinner)

4412.99
4418

Plywood; not consisting only of sheets of wood, not containing an outer layer of non-coniferous wood, not containing a ply of
tropical wood, not containing a layer of particle board
Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood, including cellular wood panels, assembled flooring panels, shingles and shakes

4418.20

Wood; doors and their frames and thresholds

4418.99

Wood; builders' joinery and carpentry of wood n.e.c. in heading no. 4418, other than of bamboo

4802

Uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used for writing, printing or other graphic purposes, and punch card stock and
punch tape paper, in rolls or sheets, other than paper of heading No 4801 or 4803 ; handmade paper and paperboard :

4802.56

Uncoated paper and paperboard (not 4801 or 4803); printing, writing or graphic, 10% or less by weight of mechanical or
chemi-mechanical processed fibre, weight 40-150g/m2, in sheets 435mm or less by 297 mm or less (unfolded)

4802.57

Uncoated paper and paperboard (not 4801 or 4803); printing, writing or graphic, 10% or less by weight of mechanical or
chemi-mechanical processed fibre, weight 40-150g/m2, n.e.c. in item no. 4802.55 or 4802.56
Tissue, towel, napkin stock or similar; for household or sanitary uses, cellulose wadding, webs of cellulose fibres, in rolls over
36 cm in width or rectangular sheets with one side exceeding 36 cm when unfolded

4803
4803.00
4804

Tissue, towel, napkin stock or similar; for household or sanitary use, cellulose, wadding webs of cellulose fibres, in rolls
exceeding 36 cm in width or rectangular sheets with one side more than 36 cm in unfolded state
Uncoated kraft paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets, other than that of heading no. 4802 or 4803

4810

Paper and paperboard, coated on one or both sides with kaolin (China clay) or other inorganic substances, with or without
binder, and with no other coating, whether or not surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed, in rolls or rectangular
(including square) sheets, of any size (not from non-wooden nor recycled material)

4810.29
9401

Paper and paperboard; coated with kaolin or other inorganic substances only, having more than 10% of mechanically
processed fibres, (excluding light-weight paper), for writing, printing or other graphic purposes, in rolls or sheets
Seats (other than those of heading 94.02), whether or not convertible into beds, and parts thereof

9401.69

Seats; with wooden frames, not upholstered, (excluding medical, surgical, dental, veterinary or barber furniture)

9403

Other furniture and parts thereof

9403.50

Furniture; wooden, for bedroom use

9403.60

Furniture; wooden, other than for office, kitchen or bedroom use
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Annex D: Top FLEGT-licensed products
Table D.1: Top six FLEGT-licensed products reported on FLEGT licences received and validated for import into the EU in 2018 by weight (kg)*,
by HS code** and Member State (quantities rounded to nearest whole number). (see Annex B for dataset analysis and caveats and Annex C for key to relevant HS codes)
* Quantity was reported by weight on >99% of validated FLEGT licences and 97% of customs data, but may not be representative of all trade, as goods can also be reported by volume or number of units only.
** Where possible, HS codes were reconciled to 6 digits; 4-digit HS codes only include trade reported by Member States at the 4-digit level.
Importer
4409.22
4412.31
4418
4802
4803
9403.60
Continuously
Plywood,
Builder’s joinery
Writing paper
Toilet paper
Wooden
shaped wood
veneered panels
and carpentry
furniture
and laminated
board
Austria
66 983
4 459
5 646
0
0
597 667
Belgium
3 952 058
4 836 002
2 960 777
10 448 643
0
5 442 284
Bulgaria
0
0
0
0
0
62 728
Croatia
0
0
0
0
2 900 084
190 059
Cyprus
49 500
0
6 486
4 519 354
205 703
38 673
Czech Republic
128 833
0
75 926
408 808
0
134 452
Denmark
1 490 212
538 740
321 671
87 927
0
1 015 241
Estonia
201 391
47 550
170 598
0
0
4 517
Finland
0
340
0
0
0
30 183
France
807 224
37 864
5 281 836
2 386 156
594 884
12 458 881
Germany
27 170 070
14 364 312
8 179 834
11 567 700
17 576
4 835 003
Greece
17 901
294 610
0
0
0
5 743
Hungary
0
0
0
0
0
3 380
Ireland
29 361
243 246
720 391
1 246 582
146 668
104 074
Italy
576 108
2 743 163
1 757 720
26 899 523
57 780
2 133 601
Latvia
0
0
0
0
0
19 503
Lithuania
0
0
0
0
0
0
Malta
0
66 560
0
1 616 033
57 406
27 864
Netherlands
18 962 692
13 287 480
0
0
0
18 863 654
Poland
1 195 207
0
0
0
0
470 060
Portugal
0
0
0
0
0
111 782
Romania
0
0
0
0
0
0
Slovakia
28 068
0
0
0
0
6 297
Slovenia
0
0
10 080
18 487 852
0
27 447
Spain
12 269
88 355
468 335
9 851 737
23 612
3 622 801
Sweden
317 303
79 497
155 938
9
0
851 535
United Kingdom
0
32 647 268
36 489 934
143 400 095
26 343 897
32 298 532
Total by HS code
55 005 179
69 279 445
56 605 173
230 920 418
30 347 610
83 355 961
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Table D.2: Top six FLEGT-licensed products reported as cleared by customs for import into the EU in 2018 by weight (kg)*, by HS code** and
Member State (quantities rounded to nearest whole number). (see Annex B for dataset analysis and caveats and Annex C for key to relevant HS codes).
* Quantity was reported by weight on >99% of validated FLEGT licences and 97% of customs data, but may not be representative of all trade, as goods can also be cleared by volume or number of units only.
** Where possible, HS codes were reconciled to 6 digits; 4-digit HS codes only include trade reported by Member States at the 4-digit level.
Importer
4409.22
4418
4802
4803.00
9403.50
9403.60
Continuously
Builder’s
Writing paper
Toilet paper
Wooden
Wooden
shaped wood
joinery and
bedroom
furniture
carpentry
furniture
Austria
66 983
5 146
0
0
3 581
494 598
Belgium
4 383 562
1 669 209
3 509 118
0
269 533
6 229 619
Bulgaria
0
0
0
0
17 083
57 643
Croatia
0
2 7078
167 609
0
0
154 876
Cyprus
49 500
6486
2 848 332
0
1 425
38 673
Czech Republic
83 383
75 729
217 705
0
14 157
150 039
Denmark
1 509 806
295 804
87 927
0
15 525
1 010 296
Estonia
192 806
168 698
0
0
0
6 676
Finland
0
0
5 967
0
162
21 325
France
1 280 107
0
0
610 201
730 473
12 965 416
Germany
26 359 720
8 040 237
11 062 360
0
91 737
4 572 037
Greece
18 304
0
0
48 778
0
28 673
Hungary
0
0
0
0
0
3 170
Ireland
29 361
721 340
1 246 582
0
52 696
93 747
Italy
0
0
0
0
0
0
Latvia
0
0
0
0
0
19 503
Lithuania
0
0
0
0
0
0
Malta
0
0
2 194 871
0
1 661
43 236
Netherlands
16 189 220
0
0
0
207 754
16 062 006
Poland
1 465 089
0
0
2 334 827
7 469
401 697
Portugal
0
0
0
0
5 317
121 351
Romania
0
0
0
0
0
0
Slovakia
28 068
0
0
0
0
6 297
Slovenia
12 837
13 976
16 427 641
0
76
28 527
Spain
5 850
0
0
23 612
224 688
3 105 202
Sweden
219 443
130 465
9
0
7 530
708 892
United Kingdom
042
45 135 461
38 005 704
43 824 187
2 470 060 93543
17 260 032
Total by HS
code

51 894 039

56 289 629

75 773 825

46 841 605

2 471 711 802

42

63 583 530

In the customs data resubmitted by the UK following review of the draft Analysis Report, the UK did not report any data with this HS code; in their original submission, the UK reported clearing 4 121 234 kg of
HS4409.22, making them the fourth largest importer for this code. No explanation for the removal of this code was provided.
43 The large quantity of HS9403.50 cleared by the UK was queried with the UK but no clarification was provided. It does not appear to be related to year-end trade from 2017, and the difference in order of magnitude
in HS codes does not indicate that re-classification of goods could explain the full extent of this trade.
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Annex E: Member State comments on other implementing measures
Breakdown of comments provided in relation to ‘other implementing measures’ (section 7) where reported by Member States.
Country

Please provide feedback on your
collaboration with other CAs and the
European Commission.

Austria

Communication with specific CAs facing the
same issues to reach a common approach or
to ask for specific information and/or
actions resulted in good cooperation.

Belgium

Bulgaria
Croatia

Please provide feedback on your
communication with the competent
authority(ies) in each VPA partner county (e.g.
Indonesia's Licence Information Units (LIU))

The feedback sent to the CA by the LIU often
remains general, implying further enquiries,
delays and administrative burden to the CA.
However, the LIU responded more quickly in
the second half of 2018. A template for
The Commission was supportive in clarifying submitting questions on mismatches and
challenging issues on Member State level
giving standardized feedback by the LIU would
and also with Indonesian representatives.
be very helpful, as asking for clarifications in
written form via Email is more complicated. In
our view it would be most efficient to use the
SILK database for reporting and solving cases
of mismatching information.
The European Commission provided support CA asked LIU only 3 times for additional
in case of issues.
verification and communication has
significantly improved (no reply at all in 2017).
Information sharing at the meetings of the However, for minor mismatches
EUTR/FLEGT expert group was very useful
(approximately 283 cases) LIU was not
and will also be needed in the future.
contacted because the waiting time is still too
high (and shipments are blocked). In those
Regular updates of the TRACES application cases, CA did only additional verification of
FLEGIT have improved it considerably.
shipment documents and other evidence to
explain the mismatches. However, the number
of mismatches fell dramatically at the end of
2018, mainly because Indonesia decided to
issue new permits, under certain conditions,
for shipments that have already left the
country (after the cancellation of the incorrect
licence).
No additional information.
Certain delays with the answers happened but
with time communication became better.
Cooperation through FLEGT/EUTR expert
group and informal meetings and
workshops.
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Please provide any other information,
implementing measures or open issues that
you consider that may be of interest to
other Member States and/or the
Commission.
CAs should have access to all licences in the
SILK database, irrespective of the country of
destination within the EU.

Please indicate if there are specific
issues that proved, or are proving,
difficult when developing and/or
applying national legislation to
implement the FLEGT Regulation.

Any other relevant information?

Customs carried out 166 physical
checks on FLEGT Shipments.
Seven of these shipments were
considered as non-compliant
(false declaration, incorrect
designation,... and fined by
customs) but there were no or
very minor issues regarding
FLEGT.

Country

Please provide feedback on your
collaboration with other CAs and the
European Commission.

Cyprus

During 2018 there was no need for
collaboration with other CAs or EC on any
particular case as regards Cyprus. EC
supports all MS and provides all the
necessary help in any general or specific
issue regarding FLEGT implementation.
Regarding the FLEGIT system, we actively
collaborate with the relevant EC colleague.

Czech Republic

Denmark

Estonia

Finland

France

Germany

Please provide feedback on your
communication with the competent
authority(ies) in each VPA partner county (e.g.
Indonesia's Licence Information Units (LIU))

Please provide any other information,
implementing measures or open issues that
you consider that may be of interest to
other Member States and/or the
Commission.

Please indicate if there are specific
issues that proved, or are proving,
difficult when developing and/or
applying national legislation to
implement the FLEGT Regulation.

We are satisfied with great communication of As had been mentioned within meetings of
Indonesia's Licence Information Units.
the EUTR/FLEGT expert group, there are still
many problematic issued licences, especially
in frame of mismatched HS codes and
country codes. Furthermore, we are satisfied
with great communication with Indonesia's
Licence Information Units.
Easy to get help from other CA´s using the
The communication with LIU functions well
The use of SILK database and contact with
official contact list at the Commission
and replies are received within few days.
our Indonesian colleagues are the most
homepage. Always getting feedback from
Normally responses from SILK are useful. The effective way to verify FLEGT licences.
the Commission and TRACES when raising
SILK data base seems easy to use and wellquestions or having difficulties with systems. functioning
Good.
.

Expert Group meetings and collaboration
with Nordic Baltic group have been
adequate/ fruitful.
[The French Comprehensive Authority may
be in contact with other CAs, notably
Belgium, Italy and Spain. Goods can arrive by
boat to France and then be transported by
truck to these three countries.]
Communication with other CA´s on
processing FLEGT licences is limited to data
exchange from the SILK Database due to
access restraints and issue with licences that
have been pre-entered by German CA and
are now processed by another CA because
custom clearance does not take place in the
country, which was first expected by the

Any other relevant information?

Some suggestions to improve
FLEGIT: users’ administrators
from authorities could see name
of user who validated and cleared
licence. This will help to improve
quality.

None.

The Communication with LIU in general is very
good. Sometimes answers on CA inquiries take
a bit long (4-6 weeks) and sometimes we do
not receive a message that our inquiry actually
was received by LIU. We learned through an
importer that other CA´s accept "Statement
letters" as a scanned document sent by email.
Until recently, we insisted on an original
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There is a difference between piece and
packet units on a FLEGT licence and
corresponding custom declaration. On a
FLEGT licence, the pieces are listed. In a
German custom declaration the packets are
listed and not the pieces. So there are a lot
of licences that are stopped during custom
declaration because of different

Other user-side filtering features
would be desirable for Customs
in TRACES.

Country

Please provide feedback on your
collaboration with other CAs and the
European Commission.

Please provide feedback on your
communication with the competent
authority(ies) in each VPA partner county (e.g.
Indonesia's Licence Information Units (LIU))

importer and vice versa.

hardcopy version but changed our procedure
once we found out about the different
procedure. It would be useful to streamline
the operational procedure across CAs.

German CA would appreciate if the nonpaper FLEGT Licensing Scheme with
Indonesia handling of cases with
mismatching information would be released
into public as soon as possible.
It would be good to have an exchange on
operational level for processing licences in
the FLEGIT-System across CAs.

Greece

Hungary

Ireland

Italy

We had to collaborate with other CAs and
with European Commission and cooperation
was excellent. The contribution concerned
clarifications on companies that were not
based in our country.
We follow the correspondence of VPAFLEGT issues, and also follow the issues of
FLEGT/EUTR Expert Group Meeting. Once or
twice a year we also participate in the
Expert Group Meeting.
Ireland has had effective collaboration with
the UK during this reporting period where
an IE licence had been issued for a shipment
that landed in Belfast port.
Contacts with DG SANTE for clarifications.

Please provide any other information,
implementing measures or open issues that
you consider that may be of interest to
other Member States and/or the
Commission.
understanding of units and packets.

Please indicate if there are specific
issues that proved, or are proving,
difficult when developing and/or
applying national legislation to
implement the FLEGT Regulation.

Any other relevant information?

There are recurrent problems with the not
mandatory field 16 (number of units). On
every FLEGT licence the data is entered in
this field. As there is a constant
misunderstanding between units and
packets, there is constant unnecessary
workload approving those shipments.
Especially as many times the FLEGT licences
are issued prior to loading the container and
if there is more or less space in the
container the data does not match, which
leads to a temporary stop in custom
clearance.

The response time tended to be slower than
expected. Hopefully this has been resolved
since.
Request of clarification concerning a timber
product with HS Code not included in FLEGT
annex.
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Mismatching issues may be of interest to the
Commission: in two cases mismatching
issues between the HS Code used in Italy
and the HS Code used in Indonesia; four
cases of mismatching issues declared as
errors by the Indonesian Competent
Authority which nevertheless confirmed the
validity of the licences; one case of loss of
the licence for which the duplicate was
issued from Indonesia.

n. 13 V-Legal licences ignored in
TRACES as issued for products not
included in Annex 3 of the FLEGT
Regulation and therefore
improperly registered in TRACES.

Country

Please provide feedback on your
collaboration with other CAs and the
European Commission.

Latvia

Customs and CA are still working on TRACES We had one case in which we communicated
training course with help of European
with LIU, and communication was satisfactory.
Commission.

Lithuania
Luxembourg

No experience
No collaboration with other CAs or the
European Commission because no FLEGT
Licences
CAs discuss different cases at the informal
meetings which help to implement national
cases better using different approaches. On
specific cases the CA also communicates
with the EC for clarifications.

Malta

Netherlands

Poland

Please provide feedback on your
communication with the competent
authority(ies) in each VPA partner county (e.g.
Indonesia's Licence Information Units (LIU))

In many cases LIUs take a long time to provide
a reply. In most cases such communication did
not provide any clarification or additional
information that CA was not already aware of.

Please provide any other information,
implementing measures or open issues that
you consider that may be of interest to
other Member States and/or the
Commission.

The Commission non-paper on dealing with
mismatches in FLEGT licences could be
regularly updated to address different
scenarios being encountered rather than
having to wait for a reply from the
Indonesian LIU. The CA has encountered
cases where the licence did not provide the
net weight and volume, and another where
the licence was issued for an HS Code which
does not fall within the scope of the FLEGT
Regulation and Indonesia VPA.
We are contacted by and contact our fellow Regarding the verification, we have not kept We have invested in the reduction of
CA's on a regular basis regarding mostly
records of how many additional verifications mismatches in HS codes on licences versus
licences. We would welcome a broader
have been undertaken. We undertake
import declarations, together with customs
access to SILK to verify directly any FLEGT
additional verification if questions arise
agents, Customs, importers, exporters, the
licence presented
concerning content of the licence in regard to EU Commission and the Indonesia
the submission in CLIENT (Dutch national
authorities. This effort has resulted in a drop
system) or in the Customs system. We are in of the number of mismatches. There are
regular contact with the Indonesian
however some outstanding issues which
authorities.
need to be clarified. Correct species
The response time sometimes exceeds the
information on the FLEGT licence needs
time stated in the VPA (21 days).
further attention. Also the use of CITES
species without CITES permits to accompany
the shipment.
Collaboration with the European
All the questions were answered. The answers
Commission and other CAs is very good, in were comprehensive and clear. Basically, the
particular due to the fact that there are
answer was available within 21 days.
frequent meetings, the agenda of the
meetings gives good chances of discussing
FLEGT-related issues.
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Please indicate if there are specific
Any other relevant information?
issues that proved, or are proving,
difficult when developing and/or
applying national legislation to
implement the FLEGT Regulation.
In 2018 seven FLEGT licensed shipments
reached Latvia, so far this process has
been successful, we are working on
improving national legislation and
cooperation with Customs.

The Indonesian LIU sometimes takes a
long time to reply back on queries about
FLEGT licences. This results in a delay to
release a consignment and a burden on
the importer. Additionally, the CA often
encounters difficulties with imports of
handicrafts. LAs in Indonesia need to be
informed that FLEGT licensed products
have to be separated in the
invoice/packing list to facilitate
verification of the Licence.

There is a need to continue
efforts to clarify the issues of HS
codes mismatch.

Country

Slovakia

Slovenia

Please provide feedback on your
collaboration with other CAs and the
European Commission.

Please provide feedback on your
communication with the competent
authority(ies) in each VPA partner county (e.g.
Indonesia's Licence Information Units (LIU))

Please provide any other information,
implementing measures or open issues that
you consider that may be of interest to
other Member States and/or the
Commission.
We have positive experiences of
Communication level with Indonesia is good. Since we had a relatively small number of
collaboration with CAs of Czech Republic,
Indonesia is responding on our emails within a licences received in 2018, the biggest issues
Slovenia, Hungary and Germany. In all cases day and is helpful with providing information are mismatching country codes in licences
when we needed any information, they
from SILK. The only case when we were
numbers (total 8 licences). According to our
were very cooperative.
communicating with LIU was due to incorrect experience, country codes were given
country codes (other than SK) in licence
according to country of harbour and not
number.
according to country of destination.
Cooperation with the other CAs and with the I contacted LIU only once. I received the
European Commission is excellent.
answer in the same day.
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Please indicate if there are specific
issues that proved, or are proving,
difficult when developing and/or
applying national legislation to
implement the FLEGT Regulation.

Any other relevant information?

Country

Spain

Please provide feedback on your
collaboration with other CAs and the
European Commission.

Please provide feedback on your
communication with the competent
authority(ies) in each VPA partner county (e.g.
Indonesia's Licence Information Units (LIU))

Please provide any other information,
implementing measures or open issues that
you consider that may be of interest to
other Member States and/or the
Commission.
The information exchange seminar held
In addition to questions regarding licences per In the customs declaration there are no
between Member States, the Commission
se, issues have been raised with the LIU on
exact concepts to identify without a doubt
and Indonesian Authorities in November
how licences are processed in Indonesia. The the products that must be accompanied by a
2018 is valued very positively. Likewise, the answers take a long time, even in some cases FLEGT licence. A customs definition of what
joint meeting between CITES, FLEGT and
they have resolved after the time specified in a FLEGT product would be necessary.
EUTR competent authorities was also very the VPA (21 days)
useful.
Certificate Y057, which can be indicated in
box 44 of the customs declaration for FLEGT
Documents such as the revision of the
products, should be eliminated or limited in
coordination guidelines between Customs
use to well-defined cases. If use cases are
and the FLEGT CAs are important for the
defined, mandatory documentation should
implementation of the regulation.
also be established to be submitted by the
Comments were sent from Spain to the
customs operator to justify proper use of
Commission on the draft in November 2018.
the certificate. The purpose of these
The final document that would be of interest
observations is to avoid the indiscriminate
is not yet available.
use of this certificate in substitution of the
C690 certificate.
Regarding the Annual Synthesis Report on
the 2017 FLEGT data provided by the
Indonesia should be requested to provide
Member States and carried out by the
the circulars and guides it distributes to its
Commission, during the revision of the draft
Issuing Authorities, exporters, etc. to learn
by Spain some statistical and concept errors
more about how Indonesia is working in the
were observed in its elaboration. In part
issuance of FLEGT licences
these errors came from a wording of the
questions raised in the annual report that
There is still no single paper FLEGT licence
handles concepts not previously defined.
format. There are still differences between
These observations were transmitted to the
document formats: in some licences the
Commission in writing and verbally. The final
watermark does not appear; Not all Issuing
result of this report has not yet been seen.
Authorities have serial numbers of the
licence paper sheets; Some Issuing
Authorities that had serial numbers on the
licences now do not.

Please indicate if there are specific
issues that proved, or are proving,
difficult when developing and/or
applying national legislation to
implement the FLEGT Regulation.
There are indications that there are
difficulties in the detection at customs
level of shipments that must be FLEGT
licensed.
The 2017 and 2018 FLEGT
questionnaires, from which the
Commission prepares the Synthesis
Report on the application of the FLEGT
Regulation, still present questions
whose wording does not make it clear
what should be answered, since the
concepts have not been defined about
which you are wondering. Spain has
already raised this issue several times.
There are still many cases in which the
Harmonized System code that appears
on FLEGT licence products does not
correspond to the code to be declared
in EU customs.

Any other relevant information?

In the "For how many FLEGT
licences were additional
verification checks carried out"
section, additional licence
verifications have been counted
provided that additional
information has been requested
from the applicant and / or the
Indonesian authorities.
In 100% of the validation
requests received by Spain, a
contrast of the licence
information against the customs
documents of the shipment has
been made. It should be noted
that it would be convenient to
include this licence contrast
against customs documents in
additional verifications. In a first
phase of risk assessment, a
licence can be assessed according
to risk criteria. These risk criteria
will indicate if a second phase of
verification of data with contrast
of the information against the
customs documents is necessary.
In 100% of the validation
requests received, a licence
contrast has been made with the
SILK database.
In the "physical inspections of
shipments" section, only the
physical inspections carried out
that are exclusively for FLEGT
issues have been indicated.
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Country

Please provide feedback on your
collaboration with other CAs and the
European Commission.

Please provide feedback on your
communication with the competent
authority(ies) in each VPA partner county (e.g.
Indonesia's Licence Information Units (LIU))

Sweden

On several occasions we have had to contact
the Commission for help and advice. We
have received prompt and helpful assistance
at all times.

It is usually easy to connect to SILK. It is harder
to get help from LIU within 21 days.
Improvements compared to 2017, fewer
incorrect.

United Kingdom

We have also occasionally been helped by
other CAs to handle licences issued for the
wrong country.
Safety & Standards regularly attends both
formal and informal meeting organised by
the EU Commission every two months of all
member states competent authorities.
During these meetings the United Kingdom
CA has actively contributed to producing
guidance documents, taking an active role in
ensuring the CAs have a common approach
to problems, sharing information with CAs &
participating in joint
inspections/investigations.

Please provide any other information,
implementing measures or open issues that
you consider that may be of interest to
other Member States and/or the
Commission.

Although the reporting period is for 1st
January to 31st December 2018, the UK CA
feel it is pertinent to make the Commission
aware of 2 fraudulent FLEGT licences that
were submitted for verification in February
2019. These were submitted by a regular
importer, however they were identified to
be fraudulent as when searching for the
FLEGT Licence number(s) on SILK they at first
did not appear. As a secondary check the
barcode of the 2 licences were searched on
SILK and the correct licences (which had
slightly different licence numbers) were
located on the system. Having made our
Indonesian colleagues aware of this
situation they swiftly investigated and
confirmed that an Indonesian Exporter had
falsified these licences. The relevant
Licensing Issuing Authority were confirmed
to be taking action against the Exporter.
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Please indicate if there are specific
issues that proved, or are proving,
difficult when developing and/or
applying national legislation to
implement the FLEGT Regulation.

Any other relevant information?

